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Glossary
Aft: in, near, or toward the bac k.
AG: Aerographer's Mate; :-Javyman ll'ho collects, records, analyzes weather information and makes forecasts.
ASA: Antarctic Support Activities; a command which maintains stations in Antarctica and provides most of the men who winterover.
AT: Avia tion Electronics Technician ; a Navyman who mainta ins, repairs, and installs a ircraft electronics equip ment.
" Belly-Clapper": Balaclava; a cap. When pulled down it covers the face and neck with a slit for the eyes, nose, and mouth.
Brash: a mass of sea ice fragments.
Buckel: an accessory attached to a tractor.
C-12 lj : a personnel and cargo transport aircraft; Super-Constellation or "Connie."
Crevasse: a large crack formed wherever a thick sheet of laud Ice bends sharply.
CTF-43: Commander, Task Force 43 (Rear Admiral Fred E. Bakutis ).
D-8: a large u·act0r.
DEH: Radar Picket Escort Destroyer.
Dowt1: out of commission; as a vehicle or aircraft is down for repairs; when applied to weather means non-operational or unfit
for flying.
Fast Ice: sea ice attached to the land.
File: to submit nigh t pla ns Stating ro ute, weatber, fuel, etc.
Fork: a n accessory attached to a tractor.
GCA: Ground Control Approach; ru1 aircrnft landing aid to facilitate landing in poor visibility. Precise heading and altitude in·
formation is represemed 011 the ground radar. and corrections are supplied to the pilot by the controller.
Hack it: manage it or ha ndle ft.
Hai ry: scary.
Herc: short for " Hercules;" the C-130 and LC-130 aircrart.
JP4: a type of aircraft fuel. utilized in tu rbine (jct) engines.
LC-47: ~ledlum ran ge, ski-equipped cargo aircraft; nick named the ··coon " ( J.C.: means ski-equipped cargo).
LC-117: modified, hig her per for ma nce version of the LC-47; ··super-Goon."
LC-130: largest Deep Freeze cargo u·ansport aircraft; nicknamed the ·· 11crculcs. "
LGP: low-ground-pressure. Hcfors to tracked vehicles h<Wi11g extra \\·idc tracks to facilitate movement on soft surfaces.
MC13-6: ~Jobile Construction Battalion Six; ··seallcc" dctaclunent.
NSF: National Science Foundation.
Overhead: celling of a room or compartment.
P~tllet: skid for cargo.
Pemmican: a concentrated food used for emergency rations.
SAH: Search And Hescuc.
Sastrngi: wind-waves in snoll'; often wit h unu sua l shapes.
Secure: to make fast; to tie; an order given on completion of a drill or exercise. meaning to withdraw from drill sta tions and
duties.
Skua: a lru·ge bird referred lo as tlie •·eagle of the AntaJ"ct ic." Similar to a gull b ut not of the gu ll fa mily.
Sno-Cat: a large ladder-tracked four-pontoon u·actor; useful in <treas of soft snow.
Strip: a nickname for \Vllliams Field airstrip, nc<tr McMurdo Station.
TACAl~: an electronic na\·igational aid with transmissions broadcast from ground stations and received aboard an aircraft; display units aboard the aircraft show distance <md magnetic direction to or from the station.
Tech Hep: Technical Hcpresentati vc of a man ufacturer of major equipment used in Deep Freeze; sent dow n to adv ise on mcchani·
cal d ifficu lties or simply as liaison wlt li Navy.
USARP: U.S .. \nt;trctic Hcsc;trch Program; scientists in Antarctica arc often called ··us1\ HPs. · •
UFN: until further notice.
\IX-6: Air Development Squadron Six; the :\avy's " Anta rctic Sq uadron."
\\linler·OVer: to stay in the Antarctic fron1 March to October during lhe mon ths of d arkness a nd isolation.
\\IX: Weather.
XO: execu tive ollkcr, us ua lly of a s hip or sta tion.
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Flight Radioman Richard S. Simmons

Dedication
ear the end of the season, after four years withouL a fatal aircraft
accident, an LC-47 crashed on the Ross Ice Shelf near Admiral
Byrd's old Little America base. All six men aboard were killed.
The plane encountered a " white-out" - diffused light that bounces
continuously between tl1e ice and low clouds, leaving no horizon.
This is the condition most dreaded by polar fliers, since it occw-s
- without warning - afteT the airci·aft has been given weather
clearance and is airborne.
Lieutenant Harold M . l'vlorris, pilot.
Lieutena nt William D. Forclell, co-pilot.
Lieutenant Com mander Ronald Rosenthal, navigator.
Charles C. Kelley, Aviation Machinist's Mate third class, flight
mechanic.
Wayne M. Shattuck, Aviation Machinist's l\latc third class,
flight mecllanic.
Richard S. ~immous, Aviation Electronics Technician first
class, flight radioman .
Five days later, on February 7, 1966, another man was killed
unloading a n ail·craft at the South Pole.
Andrew B. Moulder, Storekeeper second class.

ON THE ICE

Rear Admiral Fred E. Bokutis in the flag quarters at
McMurdo. Admiral Bokutis is especially familiar with bod
flying conditions, since one of his previous commands
was the Alaskan Seo Frontier, whe re mountains, log, and
short runways often make landing even more hazardous
than It is on the ice. A former lighter pilot, he shot down
twelve enemy planes in the Pacific In World War 11 and,
among many other decorations, holds the Novy Cross.
A personal knowledge of f lying is almost essential lo o
commander of " Operation Deep Freeze," os nearly
everything in the interior of the Continent is brought in
by aircraft. He is th e fourth admiral to command the
U. S. Naval Support Force Antorclico, ond wos seleded
for his Imaginative grasp of the scientific os well as logls·
lie problem s peculiar to this operation. Brockton, o summer weather station on the Ross Ice Shelf, was named for
his home town In Massachusetts.
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T he odd thing about the Antarctic is that anyone can live
there at all. The weather and t11e terrain are so fierce that, ou a
summer day, a man alone can be sucked into oblivion. The Continent has been covered with ice for 11 million years, and not until
1957 d id anyone s pend a winter at the South Pole. ln t11e ten
yea rs since then, facilities have been built up so carefully tlrnt a
ru a n can live "on the ice" almost in comfort, g iving his attention
to the· bottom of the sea or the upper atmosphere. The
scientific knowledge thus gained is already worth many
times the original cost.
Each year, i11 the austrnl summer, the United States :'l!avy
sends a large force to the Antarctic in support of 150 to 200 scientists. " Operation Deep Freeze" manages Lo keep about Leu ships
a nd nearly two dozen aircraft o perating in the coldest temperature
on earth. About 200 Iavy men s pent the winter in 1966 - four
to six months of it in darkness - to a llow 36 scientists to maintain the continuity of theiT obsen-ations.
T he scientist's measurements may uot be analyzed for a year
or mor e, but he has the satisfactio n of knowing they may benefit
his country a nd perhaps the entire \\'Oriel. Following t.he practice
begun during the Intern ationa l Geophysica l Year( 1957-58),scientific infonuaUon is freely exchanged by a ll nations with :\ ntan:tic
bases. T his unprecedented cooperation multiplies the quantity of
data available to each invesligalor.
The Iational Scien ce Foundation offers a bout $7.5 million
annuamy in grants. The scientist, or his uni\·ersity, tells the U. S.
Antarctic Research Program (USAHP ) what he will need. down lo
the smallest net ox coil of wire, and USARP discusses the logistic
require ments with the Navy. The " lead lime " is often as much as
a year , since his project must be coordinated with others and he
a nd his equipment must be delivered in the Held together - at the
end of the world's longest supply line.
The weather still makes most of the decisions in .\ ntarctica.
In order to overcome it, with machinery thm must be maintained
thousands of miles from ho me, the avy has become ingen ious al
making the most out of a Limited a mo unt of equipment. 011 a
budget of S19.9 million, of which a staggering proporlion goes
into fu el and transportation, Deep Frec-1.e probably gets as much
for its money as any command in the armed forces.
Deep Freeze is the Navy's " blue chip " duty - not because it
is easy but because of the caliber of the men. When it began,
there were 16 vo lunteers for each opening, and C\'en today reenlistm ent remains high. Like Rear Admiral Fred E. Bakulis, Commander 1 a val Suppon Force Antarctica ( CTF-43 ), who during his
career has survived many dangerous assign ments, the men have
courage. They are attracted to Lhe ice fo r a nuiety of reasons,
but undoubtedly for adventure a nd the feeling of being in
on something importa nt.
Since most o f them are selected for Deep Freeze on the basis
of t11eir individual skills, they discover when they arrive on the ice
that they a re indispensable. They feel personally responsible for
8

their small units, and take pride in producing or repairing something o n which many people depend. The hars hness of the environment, th e loneliness, and the long hours are relieved by close
companionship and a rich humor. This humor hides Lheir seriousness and their genuine idealism.
Like Lhe support fo rces of other nations, the :"Javy offers
assistance to anyone who requires it, whether to a Russian aircraft,
an Argentine traverse party, or a New Zealander studying penguins. Dr. I lcnry i\I. Dater, the staff historian or Deep Freeze,
says this attitude comes from ·' the ancient tradition of Lhe sea of
giving help LO ships in distress and Lhe feel ing or polar e.,xplorers
that, where nature is implacable, man had better unilc for his own
survival. " As a precedent for the world, this arrangement
in the Antarctic, extend ed by treaty fo r 30 years, may
turn out to be hi storic.
On the ice, space and time a re not what they seem. An a ircraft lea,·es :\le~ I urdo today and arrh·es at llyrcl SLation yesLerday. ~[ountains arc farther away Lhan they look, and the ground
- in some weather - is closer. The latest communicalions equipment reports the geology of three hundred millio n years ago. T o
rellect the feeling of the Antarctic, this book takes certa in liberties
wiLh space and time.
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A Hercules lC-130 aircraft at Williams Field. A taxi-run
that may be on all-time record was mode by one of the
Heres in Deep Freeze '66. With visibility loo low lo toke
off, ii simply taxied from the main slolion al Byrd lo the
VLF !Very low Frequency) substation 14 miles away.
Machines ore especially beautiful in the Antarctic because
they ore rare. They stand out dramatically on the ice,
and their purpose is immediately clear.

''Rope Yarn"

These ominous flogs, in various combinotions, worn of on
approaching weather condition that is generally more
serious than II would be in civ ilized surroundings. When
two of the square flogs ore hoisted, one obpve the other,
they signify Storm Condition One. The red triangle
means Low Visibility Condition One.

Zero-zero at i\lc:.VJ urdo. A 40-knot wind carries lhe snow in
from th e so uth, and the fl ags at AntarcticSupport Acti,·ities (ASA)
Comma nd spell o ut Storm Cond ition One. As in 1902. when
Shackleton first saw it. the grow1d is cove1·ed thickly with the dull
as hes thrown out by i\lount Erebus . " The whole place had a
weird and uncanny look, and reminded me of the desert ill ·cbilde
Ro laud to the dark to wer came. '"
The lcletype for Com mander Task force 43 says: EXTERIOR CONSTR WOHK SUSPENDED DUE TO WX . . .
AIR OPS SUSPENDED DUE TO \VX .. . 11Ci\1URDO SHIP
CHANNEL , 10 MILES LONG.
NOW 15 .7 i\lILES FRO:\l
HUT POINT. 36 HOU R S OF STHOKG SOUTIIERLY \\'l>!DS
HA VE CLEARE D 80 PE HCENT OF THE BRASH FHO:\I
THE CHANNEL.
The m essage is copied by the icebreakers Glader and Burton
Island. "The breakers like to ha,·e a strong wind in tJ1eir face.· ·
says Lt Glen Drummond in the weather room. ·'because it blows
the I oose ice o ut. "
It is copied also by Calcaierra, which is ou stalion a bout
ha lfway to New Zealand. "Bulldog., Drummond thinks the weather ships ha\·c the worst duty on the ice. " They send up balloons
and tntck them with radar. \laybetJ1ey have to send up as many
as fi ve, to get one clear, because or the seas and the wind and the
rolling. They ha ng 'em in the antennas and e,·erything else. ··
Calcaterra and Thomas J. Ccuy. both DEHs (destroyer
escorts with radar ), are alternating this year on picket duty, 1hree
weeks o n statio n and three weeks off. ·'\Ve ha,·cn 't always had
two. " says Drummond. "The ship would take six to Len days off.
then get back o ut as quick a s it could get refueled. They arc the
main r eporting point 011 the 2,200-mile l1ight line between Christchurch, New /'.ealand, a nd \lc\[urdo Stalion .. , They arc there.
also , in case an aircraft bus to ditch between these two points.
It is no t much worse than a blizzard in :'{ew l~nglan<l. cxcep1
that ther e m·e no trees to stop tJ1e wind. The polar air !lows
down from the plateau . unhindered. for more limn a 1housand
miles . The snowfall o n the whole Continent <werages only a foot
or two a yeru·. but at 1:'5 miles per hour Llic wind begins to pick
up drill. Thenextmessagesays: ICE RU WAYS 15/ 33 GRID
A TD 07/ 25 GRID CLOSED UFN DUE TO S~O\\' CO\'Elli\GE.
Down at BOQ.-10 where the staff ?fficers ll\·e. which ordinarily
has a view m ore exciting than Lhe Bay of Naples. tJ1cy pull back
th e curtains al the picture \\'indow. There is nothing but a \\'hilc
void. A s mall speaker in the overhead warns all personnel, except those on w·gent business, to remain inside. ·'Hope ~·arn ··
says so meone in tJ1e hut, and ii mises a wistful laugh. This.
elsewhere, means a day off.
ln the side of a big s habby building is a Jillie door with
" H erma n's Res t H o me" sCJ·awled on il. The interior is jammed
with vehicles, and is so ntsl a nd gloom y Lhat a man working on
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Below: The Royal Society Ronge, seen from Hut Point. It
wos nomed for the Royal Geogrophic:ol Society in gratitude for Its assistance lo early English expeditions. At the
loot of these mountains ore some " dry volleys" which
ore left ice-free by receding glaciers. Most of the ice in
this oreo of McMurdo Sound breaks out by January. Al
right is Marble Point, where the Novy ol one lime experimented with o permonenl runway carved out of solid
rock so thot wheeled olrcroft would not hove lo land on
lh e unpred ictoblo boy Ice.

top of one of them is almosL unnoticed. He is "Herma n the
German," the SeaBee boss of the gas or " light'. shop where they
repa ir auythiug that is n 't Diesel. T he center of allectio n is a glitteriug red "Fire Boss,. ou tracks. Since i\Ic~lurdo with 70 buildings and 850 people is partially unprotected while it is
down (out of commission), they are trying to get it out
o f there as fast as possible.
The Fire Boss carri es 4,000 pounds of Ansul, a dry chemical;
a ny liquid would freeze. Each u·ack rests on four great tires,
which are ther e only to keep it in place and pro,·idc some cushion·
ing. They are "saudbagging ·' or just going along for the ride.
In front is the smaUesL Y-8 engine made by Ford. and it is hard
to see how it can move the 30-inch tracks. J oe TT arncr, a 1i1 echanic, says the secret is in the gearing . At the rear, a man is ins ide its very ,·Hals, with one foot hang ing down and one eye
visible throug h a small hole in the housing .
"Herman,. descends from Lhe truck, a nd turns out to be C\11
J ohn Koehler, a mild mau to be responsible for so much hea,·y
equipment. He gets hjs odd name from occasionally pulling on
g oggles, sliding his hat back on his head, and saying, "This is
Lbe way we did it in Field :\ Larshal von Rommel's Panzers !"
Contenunent radiates through the s ho p, probably because tJ1e men
know what tJ1ey're doing. T hey wou ld never adm it it. .. Sometimes I threaten lo pul ou a robe and carry a sLaff a11J go
around and try to heal some of these things, ·· says Kochler.
"Some people call me Tbe He<tlcr. ··
Through a passageway is the machine shop . where ~IH l
Gordon Boyd is Lhreading some large bolls fo r the SeaBees. I I is
calendar says he sLill has 299 days to go. Although he is wintcriug-over at McMurdo, he seem s happy lo han: a steady deck under his feet; he came off a destroyer in the Pacific. Ile has a helper qr Lwo, but he is often alone during his tweh·e-hour day. If a
spare part is lacking, it wo uld ha ve to be sem ten thousand miles.
so· he improvises repairs that keep machines rnnning a ll O\'cr
.McMurd o as well as al statio ns far out on the Continen t. "~ ly
bench has never been clear in fili.y-cight days,·· he says cheerfully.
A chain of consequences reaches out from Lhis shop. The
fate o f a field party, or a whole scientific program, may
r est on Boyd 's judgmem.
On a clipboard behi nd hjrn are diagra ms of the same Fire
Boss that is in the gas shop. Ile makes th e roug h drawings him self; he can't trust o ther people's measurements. An auto matic
hacksaw cuts the heads off Lhe bolts, then Boyd threads them,
turning the huge handles "by main strength. " \\'hen he finishes,
he fli cks the s witch on the lathe and begins turning a valve-i nsert
g uid e rod for the pony engine of a D-4 Caterpi llar bul ldozer. The
" pony" is a small gas engine that turns over the Diesel. Unde1· a
piece of glass on his desk, whkh in every other sl1op on the ice
ho lds a picture of a g irl from Playboy, is a quote from Emerson,
" Place yourself in the middle of lhe sLream of power and wisdom
which animates all whom it iloats, and yo u are without effort
impelled to truth, to rig ht a nd a perfect contentmcnl. "
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"Uncle Hermon," alias " tho Germon," officially known
as CM 1 John l. Koehler, boss of the gos shop ot McMur·
do. With o small group of SeoBees, he uses all sorts of
Ingenious tricks, including prayer, to keep all the so-called
" \ighl" machines - anything that is not Diesel - in working order.
Be/ow is MRI Gordon Boyd, head (and sometimes only)
man in the machine shop, which is adjacent lo Koehler's
emporium. Boyd, from Wakefield, Massachusetts, hos
been In the Novy eleven years and winlered·over this
season ol McMurdo.

-

..

Above is the "Strip," os the skiwoy, toget her with its
temporary buildings, is known. Its location varies with
the season. Near the end of the Deep Freeze '65 summer seoson, when the ice threotened to break out, the
whole complex of buildings hod to be movedobout a mile
ond o half lo the south. The rectangular building is the
new sick boy, and behind it is the chow hall. White Island is in the background.

On the "Strip " the wind is approaching 65 knots. Only fifty
yanls away, two LC-130 Hercules on skis, as graceful as dolphins,
are a lmost obscured by blowing snow. The other ski-aircraft,
"Goony-B irds" and Otters, are Lied down farther out. One of the
Super-Constellations is left, like a wail: alone on the ice runway a
couple of miles to the west. Its compan ion waits o n wheels in
the hot sun at C hristchurch .
The Strip, which sen-cs the skiway. is a ,·illage in itself and
the men who work there seldom go up to the ·' 11 ill.., The .. Heres"
<:\re kept flying ar ound th e clock, si nce the squadron is sometimes
behind due to t.he wea ther. Each Hercules has two crews. Some
of the pilots have bunks behind the Strip Coordinat01"s Office, in a
Ja mesway, a but made of two layers ofgreen fabric ll'ith fiberglass
between. Here they rest until it is lime to file for the next llight.
The StYip bas its own s ick bay, movies. aud chow hall.
In the chow ha ll - two Jamesways placed end to end with a
pair of wiDgs for the galley - half a dozen "air-dales" ( avialion
ratings) are having coffee. l3ruce Benson, an Otter "plane captain" or mechanic, says that last season a chopper Lried to land
during a " white-out" - the continuous refraction of lig ht between
low clouds and the ice, with no shadows and 110 horizon. The
ci-ewman dropped a s moke: Oare Lo sho\\' the wind direction and to
fiucl out how close the ground was, but ii went off inside Lhe aircraft and temporarily blinded tJ1e pilot The" hclo" crashed, without injuring anyone, and was later reLrievcd by an icebreaker and
a long line of men pulling 0 11 ropes - as practiced i11 the lime
of the Py ramids.
Benson is reminiscing about the time he fix ed up a Weasel
that had been "surveyed " o r written off. It is the smallest thing
o n tracks, but he claim s he got it up to 70 miles per hour on tJ1e
ice runway and that one day he did the four miles from the Hill
14

in five minutes, slaloming beL\\'een the flags LhaL mark the safe ice.
"When they found out how good it was. they took it back,'' says
\\'oody 11 ill, another Leiter of Lall tales and a fine mechanic.
The serious man at the table is Dick Andersen. \\'ho is a
career counselor as well as an expert radioman. Because most of
the Deep Freeze people are screened volunteers. and the \\'ay 10 get
ahead is by ad,·ancing in rate through technical study. they listen
to him. Ilis words arc convincing, since he wintered-o,·er in 1962
and thought enough of the ic(• to return. II e is proud of his long
flights in the ancicm "Goons" (LC-47/ 117 Dakotas): of the field
parties they serve; and, above all, of the continuity of his experience here, which leads him Lo more and more understanding. He
gets the connecllon between an apparently arbitrary scientific project and the fact that it depends o n the :'\ avy - on him. Andersen
gets up to leave. JJ ere, as everywhere on the ice, they work 12
hours a dav, seven days a week.
Outside, it is no longer like New England. The Antarctic is
as dry as a desen - in fact is classified as one - and the cold and
the wind grind the snow to a fine powder. It is not the same as
occasional snow fall ing on warm earth: it is aeons old. .\fler the
sun has loosened Lhe snow, the blizzards come shouting in, as
Byrd put ii, filling the air with drifl. ,\!though blinded, ,\ndersen

I

A Herc on the skiwoy. Williams Field was named for o
driver who died when his tractor fell lhrough lhe ice in
lhe first year of Deep Freeze. Some of the vans conloin·
ing communicolions equipmenl con be seen al righl. In
1960, all flights between New Zealand and McMurdo hod
lo be cancelled when sunspots knocked oul radio com·
municolion~ for eight days In o row. Radio reliability
used lo bo about 50 percent, but with o new type of
antenna ii Is now oboul 90 percenl.

" Welcome lo Antordico" con be ironic, when new
arrivals land on a bitter day with blowing snow. This
pleasant scene may change in live minu tes. At the South
Po le there is rarely much wind, even in winter, but cold
kotobotic winds flow almost uniformly down to the coasts
from the center of the Contine nt. When they become
gusty, they produce strange local "blizzards," with no
lolling snow. The sky may even be blue overhead.
For right: The Strip, with Ross Island in background, looking approximately north. Al extreme left (not visible
herel is New Zealand' s Scott Bose and behind it McMurdo
Station, or the " Hill," as it is called to distinguish it from
the Strip. Out of sight lo the right is Cope Crozie r, with
several of the most important rookeries of both the
Emperor and the Ade lle penguin. For several seasons
the Naval Civil Engineering laboratory hos been working on a snow·compocted runway that would oflow on LC.
130F lo land on wheels al a maximum weight of 135,000
pounds. If successful, ii would be safe from the vagaries
of fluctuating lee conditions.

follows the ruts made by the heavy D-8 tractors. When he reaches the east-west avenue on the edge of the Strip, he tacks upwind
toward a "Wannigan " or van full of electronics equipment. Once
the door is closed, he is exhausted.
It is about the size of a long bedroom. On a bench is a
TACA l (navigational aid) receiver and a simulated set of instruments, exactly as they appear in the aircraft TACAN is what the
pilot sees, whereas GCA (Ground Control Approach) shows the
plane itself to a man on the ground who talks il down. This is
test and training equipment. The main part is made up of a bank
of " d1·awers " like cigar boxes, each one crammed with circuitry.
There is a malfunction somewhere. Cary Watkins, a radioman,
traces the trouble to one of the drawers and pulls it out, thus
a\1 oiding having to tear the whole thing down.
Someone pities the poor crews on the weather ships. It is
about time for service exams a nd , since they arc being held all
over the world on the same day, those on picket duty who aspire
to a higher rating <u·e enjoying a 40-degree roll, seasickness,
headaches, and so on. "It isn't fair. Everybody else is silting in
a comfortable room. Why can't he ta ke it when he gets ashore:'"
Andersen explains that it is to prevent the possibility of
the exams being compromised.
John Hesse is working the single sideband (short wave). On
this little radio he can talk around the world. Ile doesn 't seem
impressed. "Admiral Byrd could do it tlti1ty years ago." The
avionics chief is Glenn Hunt, who wintered-over at ~lc~lurdo in
1962. The Stl"ip of course was not in operation. but he was nOL
idle. That winter, he and Cla ude "Buddy" English, who is now
in helos, built the entire electronics set-up for Air Development
Squadron Six (VX-6 ) on the Hill.
The equipment fills the room, which shakes from the force of
the storm. Andersen says that, as an ATl (AviaLio n Electronics
Technician, fi.rst class), he is reqt1ired to know it all: radar and
elect.ronics as well as his ordinary Navy duLies. " The first school
I went to was forty-two weeks. " As people do in a snug place,
they begi11 talking about how miserable it is o utside. ·'Red" Auxford has been working, until today, on a Goon with a hot
magneto. This is the venerable DC-3 of civil aviaLion. As the
plane 's mechanic and "captain," he is expected to fix it on the
deck, with the wind up his pants even in good weather. Since
nobody does only one job, Dick Simmons, the plane 's rad ioman,
gives h im a hand. Whenever he is at tbe Strip, " Red " a lso has a
" gop}i.e.r" to help him, Cunningham, who is training to
become a mechanic.
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A 0-8 tractor clearing snow from the skiwoy of McMurdo.
Looking south, with White Island and the Royal Society
Range in background. One of the reasons o storm is so
dreaded in the Antarctic is that it may toke two or three
days, working around the clock, before aircraft con use
the runways again.

For right: A helicopter, in this case o "horse" from one
of the icebreakers, above the "helo pod," or landing
oreo, of McMurdo. The station is ol right, of the fool of
Observation Hill. When the icebreakers first arrive and
begin breaking the 20-odd·mile channel, they ore out of
sight to the northwest, but their choppers make frequent
flights ashore carrying cargo and passengers.

They are talking about the difference between the 1avy and
the Air Force, a subject they never lire of. " The Ais force crews
don't Oy and repair lbeir own planes - boLh. The N m-y does.
We fix 'em and fly 'em. " When a young AT shudders at the
thought of climbing up on a wing and tinkering with an engine,
without a hangar, wit.hout even a canvas dodger, 2,200 miles from
the nearest real shop , John Hesse says, "The best way to eliminate
problems 011 the ice is uot to come down here. "
In the Chiefs' Lounge is a round table with a green baize
cloth, and tJ1e traditional green-shaded lamp hanging above iL
From the whiteness outside, with tractors prowling up and d own,
one c'Omes into an atmosphere tl1ick with smoke and with a patois
that is heard nowhere else. The words are cryptic, but mostly they
refer (although obliquely) to the business at hand: getting the
stuff on the planes a nd getting the planes off lhe ground. Occasionally a man comes in out of the st.orm and says something to
one of the chiefs al the table. He gets an immediate, brief answer.
They know what is goi ng on in every corner of tJ1eir departments,
and experience tells tbem bow to deal with any problem.
James Elsworth Zimmer is a ferocious-looking man in his
domain: loadmaster and cargo chief on the Strip . This is his
third season. In 1964 he was aboard one of the t.wo Heres tJ1at
left Quonset on a hot day in June, picked up a surgical team in
Washington, a nd flew to Christchurch. John Hart, who is in
charge of planes and crews on the St1·ip, was aboard the other.
I-j:ai-t's plane evacuated an injured man from McMurdo in midwinter darkness, while Zimmer 's stood by for possible search and
rescue. Burning fuel drums were used to light the runway, and it
18

was the first time in history that a plane had landed on
the Continent in winter. For missions like this the Navy
selects its best men.
Ganvood, the "ramrod," enters wea1·ing a yellow jacket made
of biJ·d cloth. He is iu charge of aircraft maintenance, and he
watches John Giro make himself a cheeseburger the size or a fuel
bladder. They take steaks or anything else from this icebox at
any hour. The idea is to get nourishment as fast as possible, and
get on with the work. "Jay ] ay" Grayson, who is in charge of
the "Firebird," one of the wheeled "Connies," can't bear to see it
drawn into such frivolous work as transporting cargo and passengers from "Chce-chec" (Christchurch). He prefers to rescn-e it
for photo-mapping, where three cameras are used simultaneously.
The center camera is a imed straight down, and each o f the others
ls at a 60-degree angle to the vertical. Trimetrogon photographs
arc made approximately every 30 seconds, along a predetermined
Oight line. '·The reason I'm unreasonable about it," says Grayson, "'is we've been trying to photograph Roosevelt Island
near the Bay of Whales for six years now. The weather
always sees us coming, and the island blends into the Ross Ice
Shelf so we can't even see it. "
'

~
..

A well is being drilled next to the new head , to reach the water under 160 feet of ice, and J ay Jay says, "One day they suckered a trout from the cook and put it on a line. They dropped it
in the well and hollered, ' Got a bite! ' Guys came running over,
and when they pulled it up their jaws dropped open .. .. "
They arc grousing because ASA (Supply ) won 't send them
down what they need. Often they have to go up on the Jlill to get
il. Antarctic Support Activities docs the " housekeeping " for Deep
FreC'le: fuel, food, water, sewage, public works, and so on, as well
as maintaining all the stations on the ice. \\'hen VX-6 mo"ed
onto the Strip in October, they found the buildings in a rclati,·ely
unfinished state, and completed the Interior themselves. Someone
says, "Probably there'll always be a s hortage or equipment. "
They laugh. ''VX-6 is supporting ASA. " Livi11g on the Strip as
"orphans," neglected by the Hill, makes them closer. As in most
remote ,·illagcs, they are clannish.
Last February, the ice began breaking out of the Sound, and
they thought the camp , runway, and planes would go to sea. The
I rercs were used as trucks. Zimmer says, "We loaded beds, food,
honey buckets, everything. They taxied 'cm about a mile and a
half back. Nobody got any sleep." I le recalls two A T 's dri\'ing
D-8 trnctors across a crnck in the ice. '" They did a real job."
In the weather room on the Hill, Cdr A1"t Kranz, acting operalions officer, is talking about " Uulldog " Drummond. " He 's
one of the most experienced weather forecasters in the Antarctic.
That Punta Arenas Hight ... !" He breaks ofT to look al a message from the icebreaker Burton lskmd: \VX SAl\IE AS GLACIER.
BREAKING I::\! C HA NNEL ASTERN GLACIER.
WINDS CONTINUE HIGH, EASTERLY A ID SOUTHEASTERLY.
ESTIMATE 20 PERCENT BRASH IN C llA NNEL.
EVAPORATORS OPERATED AT CAPACITY IAST 24 HOURS.
19
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.. He has the confidence of all Lhe pilots - that's the most importam thing - and of his senior officers. I would say that any
pilot he briefed would go or not go, on the basis of his forecast.
Because Lhey know his pre,·ious operation.,. Cdr Kranz is a
meteorologist himself. "Last year, at the beginning of the season.
he was aboard the Herc that flew from Punta Arenas, Chile, to
i\fc~lurdo. That was a hairy one. He eYaluated the \\·eathcr information and held the plane for twenty-four hours.·· Drummond
now comes in the door, as Cdr Kranz goes over to the wardroom
for a briefing on Plateau Station.
''The main thing is we were going west into the teeth of the
wind, " Drummond explains, " with no reporting stations west of
there - clear to New Zealand. The biggest gap in the world , on
the weather map, is between New Zealand and South America. \Ve
went over Palmer Peninsula for one photo run. \Ve got 95 percent. The only reporting station on the way was Byrd. \Ve went
to Punta Arenas again, then three clays later back to Mc:\lurdo we diverted along the coast to take pictures. "
·'It's a parlay," he goes on. " For instance, you've got
l\Icl\lurdo and Byrd, and if you're taking om a field party lo the
Sentinels it means the weather has to be good at all three. If you
ha \"C weather that is coi11cidenta/!;1 bad at both .\Ic.\lurdo and
Byrd, you only lose so many hours, but if it's conseculively bad
you lose twice as many. You add on to this the a,·ailability of
aircraft - say a plane is down for maintenance - and by the time
t11e plane is perked up your weather is down.
·' We get about twelve to seventeen repo11s in one synoptic
period (every sLx hours ) - from the whole Continent. In the States
there are four hundred , and they report hourly. 11 ·s like using
Chicago, Norfolk, and Kansas City - they 're about the same distance - to forecast the weather in Washington, D.C. E,·ery year
it's getting hanler, because the scientific parties arc going farther
out. At first, the traverses were near t11e coast, or dose to Byrd
or Pole. But, now, they want to get way out there, like
forty people in the Pensacola Mountains, 1,100 miles fro m
here. Take Plateau . . . . "
The wardroom is a ramshackle sort of place. It's where the
movies are shown, and a beat-up piano can be made out against
a wall in the dim light. The officers who drift in represent all the
main divisions or Deep Freeze, and arc there to smooth out the
wrinkles in a plan that originated a year ago in \\'ashington. lt
will put eight humans in a new station far out on the ice, in an
unexplored area, for two winters to report on weather, geo-magnetism , aurora, and simply how they feel physically at 11,900 feet,
130 degrees below zero, and in sLx months of total darkness.
Plateau Station will have four vans, 81/2 x 8 1/2 x 36 feet , designed to fit inside a Herc, two small geo-magnetism buildings,
and one emergency generator building, as well as U1ree Jamcsway
huts. After an exploratory Oight to determine the position of the
station, Oying at a constant altitude so as to detect any humps or
ho llows, the original plan is lo "go in " between the 10th and 13th
of December, with one knocked-down Jamesway hut, three men
20

from the National Science Foundation, and a radio operator. The
question is: can the aircraft get back out, without excessive takeoff attempts?
There is very little " side" about who sits where. Capt Don
Bursik, tl1e Chief of Staff, wiili a hawklike profiJe, takes an uncomfortable folding chair in tile shadows. The key figure is the
slim young doctor, I1 Jim Gowan, who will command the wintering-over party. Yet the beauty of the operation is in ils logistics,
and Cdr Steve Kauffman, assistant chief of staff, in charge of construction, stakes out a high swivel stool for himself. Cdr " !\foe"
Morris, who is responsible for all aircraft as commanding officer
of Squadron VX-6, explains that the initial flight will carry 0 11ly
14,000 pounds payload and therefore no bulldozer.
" I do think we ought to position a Traxcavator at the Pole,"
says Cdr Kauffman . The South Pole will be the staging area, and
he means that the bulldozer should be ready to be fl own
out to Plateau.
"Can three men put up a Jamesway at that altitude?" Arthur
\V eber wants to know. II e is a civilian arch itect with the Navy's
Bureau of Yards and Docks, who designed the vans and will follow them to the site. Since people need oxygen al more than
15,000 feet, Plateau will be near tl1e limits of endurance.

For left: US ARP Hal Preston, U. S. Weather Bureau, al the
South Pole. Twice a day he sends up balloons !hot
transmit their weather data bock lo the station by radio,
using radar lo track them as they ore blown by the wind.
This work is not withoul ils hazards. A balloon inflation
sheller exploded at lhe Pole on Jonuory 31 , 1966. Luckily, no one was inside al lhe time. Ten SeoBees pul up
a new sheller in less !hon two weeks, relocating lhe re·
lease door according lo prevailing winds in order to al·
low balloons lo be released more easily.

Lcdr Vince Low in lhe weolher office at McMurdo. LI
Norm Terre ll says, "Right now, we're running aboul 90
percenl - flights forecasl and nol aborted." He keeps a
forecast verification chart thot shows how successful the
current forecasting has been. " Getting the plones down
solely is whal we're interesled in." He gets upper-loyer
reporls from lhe balloons that ore sent up twice o day, as
well as daily reports from foreign stations on the Ice.
There is also a satellite that gives weather information,
which is shared with the Russians and other nations.

Copt Don Bursik, C hiel ol Stoll, is o humorous ond penetroting mon. Deep Freeze hos olwoys mointoined on
inlormol relollonshlp between the Novy ond the U. S.
Antorctic Reseorch Progrom (USARP) to ollow greoter
llexlbllity Jn solving '{nusuol prob le ms, but Copl Bursik
feels thot in Deep Freeze '66 unit commonders were
given even more ou tonomy.

"The weather here has interfered with practice drill,'' Cdr
Kauffman answers.
"E veryooe concerned is going to be at the Pole for two \\'eeks ·
acclimalization," D r. Gowan reminds them.
" So we take the Jamesway to the Pole?" asks Cdr Kauffman.
" Gonna be a job for three men to get that Jameswa y up."
Lcdr John Bell agrees. He is in charge of Supply.
··1 •11 go o ut with the first plane and stay until the second arrives," says Cdr Kauffman.
" You let us know how many people," Cdr :\lorris puts in,
" so \\'e know wha t o ur payload can be. "
' "The next event comes three days la ter when t11e TnLxcavator
can get in," Cdr Kauffman continues.
"Wail, let's back up here a little bil," drawls j ohn Bell. Ile
wants Lo know how ma ny planes and on what da tes .
" I wouldn't envi sion tha t it would take fourteen thousand
pound s of' equipment to s upport three people, " says Ken :\l oulton.
H e is the "USA RP rep." (senior scientist in the Antarctic for t11e
U nited States Antarctic Research Program ).
" I don 't think you need two weeks to find the prevailing
wind ,,. says Dr. Gowan. '·A ll that food ... stay out there in that
awful place ... unnecessary ... might as \\'ell stay at the Pole.··
" The T raxca\'ato r will be the only thing you can get on tlrnt
second flight,,. Lcdr Bell points out. .. What ·s the consump on tlrnt
Trax?'" Lt Bob :\liller of Public \\'orks says it uses se,•en gallons
per hour. "Boy, that 's gonna be an awful lot of DFA .. , At the
temperatures they expect in winter, Diesel Fuel Arctic, a kerosene.
turns to jelly.
.. I've been talking to the Doctor," says Charlie Hobcrts, a
civilian with the U.S. Weather llureau, "a nd everybody is going
to ta ke longer o n everything, at tha t a ltitud e.. ,
·' Talk to some of those guys who \\'ent in the pressure chamber for thirty-six ho urs," Dr. Gowan nods. ·'They turned purple
. .. blue ... panting . . . and every thing else. Constam headache. They couldn 't do any work. " He looks around the room
meaningfully. " They were 110/ acclimatized. "
"Can you find the ridge all right," Ken l\ l oulton asks, "or
will
we have to move the station ?" The ridge is at
79° 30'S, 40° E. For medical and scientific records. they want
to have the station at the highest possible point of the polar plateau. This is about the same height as t11e nearby ··Pole of Inaccessibility," set up by the Russians for a similar purpose
bu t presently unoccupied.
" H ow long do we a llow for preparing t11e skiway?" Cdr
Kauffman wants to know.
" We better start arter the nrst flight ," says Capt Bursik. "'A
week . . . subject to renegotiation." Someone says the Traxcavator moves at three miles per hour.
"We better have some way Lo survey that skiway. to make
s ure it's stra ight," Dr. Gowan suggests. H e presses his point
about the slowness of work at high a ltitud e. " We're not going to
be o n duty twenty-four ho urs a day ... maybe put one more
man In there."
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"Personally," says Charlie Roberts, "I would rather put an
extra man in there." The general feeling is that if the machine
can't clear the snow quickly the time is going to " back up " and
delay the supply schedule.
«If it goes down (breaks), your time is going to back up
anyway," John Bell points out. "It bas no parts w.ith it."
"We might as well find the prevailing wind and put stakes
out," says Cdr Kauffman. "Do it by eyeball." Someone says
the second Trax is due to go in on 27 December.
"Let's back up a minute," says John Bell.
They have been planning this operation with their depart·
ments for a year, and now, at the last moment, are just being ex·
tremely cautious. This is why they ask each other rudimentary
questions. They discuss JATO (jet-assisted take-off) and how
many bottles of it ought to be carried on each flight. Propellers
don't have the same thrust in the thin air they will find at Plateau,
and the engines don't develop full power at such a high altitude.
Recently a Herc with Admiral Bakutis aboard tried ten times before getting airborne at the Pole oflnaccessibility.
"You 're going to make two flights a day?" Cdr Kauflinan
asks.
" This is commensurate with what you want elsewhere," replies Cdr Morris. He means the other air opei·ations on t11e Con·
linent, each one eating up aircraft-hours like peanuts.
Imagine an hourglass, magnified. The great smfac.e at one
end represents the immense amount of work done in Wash ington,
Davisville, a nd Quonset, and the accumulated polar experience
since Borchgrevink wintered-over at Cape Adare in 1899. All this
is focused on four scienlists and four Navy men at a point not
only in space but in time. What they discover will then
be fanned out and analyzed, until il becomes an even
greater body of e.xpe'rience.
In Lbe wardroom, after the second showing of the movie, a
Tech. Rep. named Sal Fiore begins playing the pia no. LL Don
Kahler goes out and comes back with a guitar. Fio1·e fetches bis
accordion. Cdr Morris bas nothing on bis mind but the 450 men
and 21 aircraft of VX-6. Not long ago he piloLed a Herc himseu·
on a rescue mission, " parlayed " the weather at By rd , Eights, the
Sentinels, and McMurdo, and didn 't close his eyes for 24 hours.
He goes to his quarters across the hall , and returns with a wash·
tub to which a string bas been attached; h e plays it with a broom·
stick, like a bass fiddle. Imperceptibly, suddenly, half a dozen
expert, brave, overworked men are tuning up a nd playing ja:c::c:.
So ends a " rope yarn" day.

Overleaf: Breothtoking beouty is typlcol of mountains In
the Antorctic. The glocier ot lower left is similar to, but
much smoller thon, the famous Beardmore G lacier.
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Ken Moulton, USARP representative at McMurdo, is a
former meteorologist, bu t for eleven years he hos been
engaged in planning and administration. This wos his
seventh season in Antorctico, and he spent two winters in
the Arctic. As senior scientist on the Continent, he was
responsible for seeing that oll USARP requirements were
relayed to the Novy ond thot the scientists understood the
logistic problems of the support force.
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A Forgiving Aircraft
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The South Pole is 850 miles, as the skua flies, from the edge
of the Ross lee Shelf. The shelf is a Barrier of permanent ice the
size of California, in places 1,000 feet thick, about 150 feet of it
showing above the sea. It is formed by innumerable glaciers
flowing thrnugh the Queen Maud Range from the polar plateau.
Before the airplane, there were two ways of getting to the Pole
across the shelf.
In 1908 Shackleton left Hut Point (now Mdvlurdo Station),
struggled 400 miles through soft snow, and went up the Beardmore Glacier which is over 100 miles long. I t took him two
weeks to get past the Glacier, but even before they entered it his
party was eating the flesh of the Manchurian ponies they had
brought to pull the sledges. Their third day on the Glacier, the
last pony fell into a bottomless crevasse.
Amundsen started in 1911 from the Bay of \Nhales. 400
miles east of McMurdo. Due Lo the southeasterly trend of the
mountains, he was able to remain on the relatively flat Barrier
for an extra 100 miles, and he discove1·ed the steeper but shorter
Axel Heiberg Glacier. He and Shackleton each s pent a month ou
the Barrier, but the Iorwegians were pulled o n skis by dogs and
arrived at the mountains comparatively rested.
Scott, who was only weeks behind Amundsen, wrote in his
diary on the Beardmore Glacier: "Ski are Ll1e thing, a nd here are
my tll"esome fellow counLJ"ymen too prejudiced Lo have prepared
themselves for the event."
It costs S800,000 Lo put skis OD a Hercules, since so rew of
these all"craft have been fitted with them, and the bottoms are
coa ted with a cul inary wonder, Teflon. \Vbeels retract through the
center of the skis, once the aircraft has left the concrete runways of
Iew Zealand. In spite of this outlay, the ice can tear the skis off
in a mon~ent. The fact that this delicate assembly of metals and
instruments bas survived six years Ln the Terrible South speaks
well for its design.
With its sq uat undercarriage, sitting close to the ground, the
Herc appears cumbersome. If it required a mighty effort to take
off, it would have lo be confined to long hauls and long runways.
Yet it can get off the ground ln 20 seconds. Lt lands on the
world's worst surfaces, and in places that were fo rmerly accessible
only to the much smaller LC-47. Coming in for a landing, the
Herc looks like a gull; the Globemaster, which iL replaced, resembled a sausage.
On the snow runway at Mcl\llurdo, "3 19 " is turning up . One
advantage oft.be turboprop is that it doesn 't have to be preheated
like a reciprocatiJlg engine. A He1·c was forced down once between McMurdo and Byrd wiLl1 ice crystals in the fuel, but it was
soon repaired. When Cdr i\IIorris of VX-6 was mulling over
possible ah"craft for future operations, he said, "If we were to try
to design an airplane for the Antal"Ctic, we would 1>robably come
up with the Hercules. "
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A He rc head-on. The fuel situation become so critical
that the Heres hod to suspend their flights on December
19, 1965, the some day that tho tanker A/olno arrived
with JP4. They took to the air again two days later.
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Some of the Alaskan huskies kept by the- New Zealanders
cl Scott Bose, which Is out of sight to the right. Dogs
usually lost about live seasons. "Then they start getting
a bit stroppy," soys John Murphy. "There was one al
Hollett that wenl woof (wolf)." By special permission,
under the Antarctic Treaty, they ore fed seal meat.

From the tail of 319 a ramp has been let down onto the
snow; another ramp has been hoisted inside the plane, leaving
room for a whole nuclear power plant - in sections. The nuclear
plant at McMurdo was p1·efabricated in a series of " modules "
weighing no more than 30,000 pounds each and measuring no
more than 8 '8" x 8 '8 " x 30 ', so that if necessary they could be
shipped in Hercules LC-130s.
Under the soaring tail of the Herc comes a tractor that looks,
head-on, like a modern sort ofowl. It is towing a sled with drums
of DFA. The pallets are slid aboard with the help of a winch in
the forward part of the cargo space, and secured by \V. H. Tamplet, the plane's loadmaster.
In spite of a slight wind , everyone is in high spirits . The
optimism of just going somewhere is enough for the " deadheads,"
or passengers, and even the men who work on the ground are
enjoyi11g the air after a spell of bad weather. The Antarctic is
said to be odorless, but the smell of a fine morning is as real as
the " ice blink" at sea that glances off the clouds from the inYisible
ice pack. It is the smell of purity. The air, which has been silent,
is filled with the sound of engines, the heartbeat of the Continent.
To the north, a plume of steam comes from 13,000-foot
Mount Erebus; far to the right is Mount Terror - both named for
the ships of James Clark Ross who was the first to see this coast,
in 1841. Farther still but out of sight, at the eastern encl of Ross
Island, is Cape Crozier. In 1911, three men from Scott's expedition went there on foot, in absolute darkness, to test lheir gear
aud to have a look at the Emperor penguin, the only bird or animal · that remains on the Continent in winter. One of the party,
Apsley Cherry-Garrard, later called this ti-ip. a mere50 miles from
McM urdo in a straight line, " the worst journey iu Lhe world."

--- -
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"Emperors ore nomads - hard to track," sold a biologist
who was Investigating their movement~. So he put telemetric transmitters on them and, even a mile owoy,
received the information he wonted. They mote in the
middle of winter, in darkness. The scientist, privately,
thought they were stupid to pick such a bod lime. They
ore able to go three months without food, although the
Incubation period is only sixty days. The chicks gain
weight rapidly, " and one we called Peter was twice as
big as he hod been the day before." In contrast lo the
Adelle penguins, on Emperor lays a single egg on shee r
Ice and hatches It by crad ling it on Its fee t. Unlike Ade.
lies, the Emperor will not attack o man, and unlike them,
he hos eyes lhot seem lo be square.

The eerie quality of the Antarctic, the basic loneliness, is apparent in spite of the exuberance of the men. History is here, but
it is sho rt, meager, and generally grim. Admiral Bakulis is fond
of paraphrasing a n o ld pola1· motto: " It is not especially difficult,
but it is mercilessly unforgiving or human error." One may drop
through the ice at any moment. Althoug h the Ross Ice Shelf,
today, is hospitable to half a dozen glaciologists from Grand
Valley State College in i\ilichigan, recently their radio went out and
they lost contact with Mdvlurdo for a week. Another little party
in the Taylor Dry Valley hopes the helicopter that set them down
there will pick them up. Yet, in five minutes, a white-out may develop, or a blizzard that could delay the hclo for days.
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To wolk over th is weird terroin in the Doiley lslonds, near
McMurdo, Involves many detours. It con toke five hours
to cover four miles.

Scott's hut at Cope Evans, where the second (and lost)
man to reach th e South Po le on foot established o coasta l
base for his 1910· 13 expedition. The hut was restored in
1960.6 1 by a par ty of seven New Zeolonders. It hod
saved the lives of another expedition in 1915· l 7, when
the great Ernest Shackleton tried to get through the
Weddell Seo and across the Continent to join his second
party In the McMurdo area. Shackleton himself endured
on epic struggle a l seo, ond not until two yeors later was
he able ta rescue the men at Cape Evans.

The l\Icl\lurdo area has probably served as a center for more
e.xplorers, of various nationalities, than any other place oo the
Continent. It is near enough to New Zealand, a friendly base to
outfit ships, and is one of two coastal positions closest to the Pole.
The ot11er is the Filchner Ice Shelf on ilie Weddell Sea. Argentina
and Chile, of course, are intensely interested in the Antarctic because only 600 miles separate Cape Horn from the
Antarctic Peninsula.
Fifty years ago, expeditions used to come in and wi11ler-over;
then perhaps a "spring journey" to set out depots of fuel and
food; ilicn a dash inland in 1 ovember or December; they depaned
never later than ~larch l , to keep the ship from being frozen in .
The timetable today remains the same: the First icebreaker rarely
arrives before the middle of December, lead ing the supply ships
that bring in five and a hau· million gallons of fuel as well as
general cargo. .Both ships and planes usually get out by the end
of February. The Antarctic, by fo rces greater than technology,
still decides the lengt11 or the season.
Deep Freeze has only five months in which people can get in
and out, and supply operations lo the inland stations must be
completed in this period. By the end of :\ovember. two of the
Goons ha,.c received st1"ike damage (they are written off), and

When t.hese are SU blTaCt.ed from a t.otal of 21 aircrafr, of which
fi ve are belicopt.ers, t.he liming of scientific programs may be a l:
fect.ed. field parties are demanding t.o get o ut. Later in the seaso n, Lhe fo ur Heres set a record by llying 23,000 miles in 24
hours, lo deliver 267 ,000 pounds of cargo.
During lhis crucial month,
ovember, when al least. 500
people have lo be now n in , the Air Force - under contract lo Lhe
Navy - ferries men a nd priorily cargo from Cluistchurch to i\lcivf urdo. T heir Heres, which have wheels only, land on lhc ice
runway and return immed iately lo New Zealand. T he "lccmastcr,"
a Lall, gc11ial Major oamecl Bob Swanson, inspects the runway for
cracks a nd s nowdrilts a nd certifies it lo be safe whenever Air Force
fli g hts are sched uled. This runway, being on sea or "annual " ice,
is much more fragile lhan the skiway on lhe Barrier. Il has been
known lo go Lo sea wllh little notice.
A s kiway was laid out at McM urd o in 1957, in the dark, by
the wintering-o:ver party. It has a lways been a precarious thii1g,
as was shown by the crack last year, and is moved every two or
three years, d epending o n its condition. Near the end of September, 1962, the earliest opening date in the history of Deep Freeze,
the wintering-over party bad lo prepare lhe skiway in high winds
and a temperature of 60 degrees below zero. ll was so cold that
a heavy blade of o ne of the bulldozers broke when il touched the
ice, and several windshields in the Heres were shattered . Before
the unprecedented emergency flight of 1964, when a Herc landed
in lhe dark, a 10,000-fool skiway was cleared of a four-month
accumula tio n of s now. The men worked 24 hours a d ay
to reactivate the GCA and TACAN eq uipm ent, which had
been in storage.
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McMurdo Station. These nondescript buildings conceal on
up-to·dote communications system. Wires cannol be put
underg round because of lhe permafrost that makes digging difficult. The chapel, built by volunteer labor, is just
visible at left. The big Quonset hut contains the ship' s
store, barber shop, and disbursing office.

Left: Snow on "Main Street." Bottom: A storm al McMurdo.
Right: This end of McMurdo looks like a lumber
comp In Soskotchewan, with its muddy streets and open
ditches, tracked vehicles plugged into electric healers
overnight, enormous exposed pipes snaking their way
through the stotion, piles of snow, and a tangle of telephone and electric wires. After a thow, it is called " McMudhole."
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Rudy Pexchal, a small arliculate civilian with the >!avy
Oceanographic Office, thinks the icebreakers may ha,·e changed
the currents off Ross Island. Each year, they solten up some of
the ice that was a buffer between the sea and Lhe Barrier. Certainly by January the ice will beoutas far as f\Ici'vlurdo, although
ten yeaxs ago, in the same month, the edge was 40 miles north of
Mc'Murdo.
Captain Hank Kosciusko, commanding officer of
ASA, wants to know exactly what it 's going Lo do, because o nce
hoses bad to be run from the tankers ten miles across the ice,
with a pumping station every mile.
This morning a few Weddell seals are sprinkled on the ice,
sleeping, near Pram Point where Jew Zealand maintains a small,
year-round base. Off hel'e the ice is scalloped, with a faint touch
of blue, in a series of frozen ripples about twenty feet high. These
are pressure ridges caused by part of 1.he Ross Ice Shelf trying Lo
get out past Pram Point. Bill Pinckard of the Jew York Zoological Society is removing the intestines from a seal, which be will
examine for parasites back in tl1e biological laboratory. When
he has finished , he rolls the 800-pound carcass over to prevent the
skuas from getli11g at it; later it will be fed to the huskies at Scott
13 ase. In contrast to the orth, where tl1ey are killed commercially, seals are uot harvested in the Antarctic.
Men are cranking up ilie ramp on 319. Inside the plane,
hanging overhead, are a lot of striped helmets. The crew wears
lhese during landings and takeoffs, and if they al'e forced down in
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au isolated place they can be seen more easily by search aircraft.
Half a dozen toy airplanes with miniature motors are tied up out
of the way; someone asks if they are technical gadgets for the
USARPs at the Pole. "Those are for the crew to play with,"
says Lt Leroy Frontz, the co-pilot.
,\ short, steep ladder leads to the flight deck - too small for
a fistfight yet holding the plane commander, co-pilot, navigator,
flight engineer, and perhaps a visiting congressman, as well as
two folding bunks, a chart table, a small galley, and a mass of
instruments including TACA I , radar, radio, and a periscopic
sextant. L~jg Jim Lacey. the navigator, prefers to shoot the sun,
since compasses are unreliab le so close to the Pole.

Al left, lop: Cope Crozier is the nearest ploce where the

height ol the Ross Ice Shell con be appreciated. II runs
for perhops400 miles, oboul 100 leetofil showing above
the water. The crocks ore in the sea ice.
Bottom:
A Weddell seal weighing more than 1,000
pounds. Dr. Carleton Ray of the New York Zoological
Society says that the Weddell seal is particularly valuable
lo the biologists because it is the only one that makes its
home close lo share, under the very nose of the Biolob al
McMurdo; furthermore, " any wild animal os trodoble as
the Weddell seal is a wonder of life on this Eorth ond
worthy of our consideration and intent."

Below: The !light deck of o Herc.

Below: The loodmoster aboard one of the Air Force
C-130s that fly in November between Christchurch and
McMurdo, under contract to the Novy. His boots ore of
a special thermal construction, sometimes coiled " moon
boots." Right: The cargo aboard a Herc is color-coded to
ovoid paperwork; the colors pointed on the corners of the
crates indicate what station in the interior of the Continent
they ore desfined for, thus cutting down on the number of
personnel who hove lo keep track of them in offices. A
soft spot for o snooze con always be found on lop of a
sea bog, and a man con stretch his legs or walk oft for a
coffee. An artist was fascinated by the patterns in the
jumble of objects; he was reminded of the " shelter"
drawings of Henry Moore in World War 11.

Lcdr Dick Brabec taxis east. The cargo hold of a Herc looks
Like the inside of a barn. There are rollers, hooks, straps, Lhe
sides amidships padded with survival gear, an aluminwn Ladder,
and special attachments for 74 litters. Several of these are in
place, high up , as bunks for the Cl"ew. Most of the space is occupied by the fuel drums, but fonvard there is a row of seats on
each side, facing inward , made of canvas and tubing, with a
bachest of webbing.
The plane turns and starts down the skiway. There is not
much of a wait for a signal from the tower, because Lhere is no
u·affic. Dallas Herring a nd Chuck Hylland , members of the crew,
check the seat belts stonily, v iolating the aiTline stewardess' rule
of the Perpetual Smile. There seems to be infinite room to take
off, but beyond the 13 ,000-foot skiway are seal holes, o·acks,
drifts, a n occas io nal scientist's hut, and at the end of the shelf a
ten-foot drop onto the sea ice.
T o a passenger, the sense of danger is not as great here as ii
is in the United States, sin ce the avy mainta ins its own aircraft,
and its people ru:e " highly motivated " to stay alive. T he Deep
Freeze Navy pilots, like the skipper of a ship, have a " harbor "
always in the back of their minds. In what Adm iral Dulek called
" the worst fl ying weather in the world," they us ua lly find a place
to set the plane down without hurting anybody.
When Byrd spent a winter alone on the Ross Ice Shelf, he
wrote: " The tolerable qua lity of a da ngerous existence is the fact
that the human mind cannot remain conlinuously sensitive to anything. Repetition's dulling impacL sees to that. " On another of
Shackleton's expeditions, his men eDdured 522 days of unbelieva ble conditions between South Georgia and Elephant Jsland. yet
" they had adjusted with surprisingly little trouble to their new life,
and most of them were quite sincerely happy. The adaptability of
the human creature is such tha t they actually had lo remind Lhemselves on occasio n of their desperate circumstances.··
Thirty seconds after the start of its run, 319 is in the a ii-.
Lacey looks at his watch. It is 9 A.M ., the precise moment filed
in the flight pla n. The butterfly wings of White and Black Is lands
are seen o n either side; then l\lli nn a Bluff appears . Here Scou
perished in 1912. He ran into bad weathel", even on the Ice Shelf,
a nd t he leather washers on t11e stoppers of his oil tins became
worthless in the cold. At each depot he found that much of t11e
fuel - on which he depended for melting snow to make drinking
water - had evaporated. At d1e end, he a nd his two remaining
companions were held in their tent for ten days by a blizzard, a
single clay's march fro m the next depot.
Jerry Fichera, the flig hL engineer , comes a fL. Lying on his
stomach, he inspects Lhe hydraulic worm o f the landing gear
thro ug h small g lass ports in either side of the ruselage. li e is
respo nsible for a ll the machinery in this ai rcraft which has been
perfected by the cumulalive knowledge of fifty years. To starboard are the scintillating mounta ins of the Trans-Antarctic Hangc,
a chain that goes acl"oss half the Continent and may have been
linked with the Andes, according to one theory of continP-ntal drift
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Bronze bust of the late Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd
outside ihe chapel of Our lady of the Snows at McMurdo.
Ho was tho first man to fly ovor the South Pole, in 1929,
and th e first Ollicer-in-Chorgo of the U.S. Antarctic Research Program, at the beginning of Deep Freeze in 1956.
Admiral Byrd's own words ore inscribed on the base of
the memorial: "I om hopeful thot An tarctica in its symbolic robe of white will shine forth as o continent of peace
as notions working together there in the cause of science
set on example of international cooperation."

.\t the foot of the 15,000-foot ~'1ount .\[arkham is a gap where
Scott, with Shackleton as a me111her of his party, reached a new
'·farthest south" in 1902.
Within an hour, or (as Shackleton wrote) after a 111onth or
hard sledging, '" there burst upon our view an open road to the
South, for there stretched before us a great glacier running almost
south and north between two mountain ranges." This is the
Beardmore Glacier, so vast that it has several "mouths," and at
one of them are the great granite pillars he spoke or. It seems to
be flowing softly onto the shelf ice, although its tremendous pressure creates waves for miles on the surface of the Barrier. Lt
Frontz says on tJ1e intercom, .. I 'II tell you what it's like . . .
you've seen your wife pour baller out of a cake bowl. . . . "
On board is a man with the lean look of a British ambassador. I Jc turns out to be L. ?\l. Forbes, editor of tJ1e Polar Nccord
in Cambridge, England, one of a number of publications Admiral
Bakulis studied in order to prepare himself for the ice. Although
he has not been in the Antarctic before, .\[r. Forbes has known
many of the explorers who opened up the Continent. Sir Charles
\\'right, for instance, who has just left here after a visit as a scientific co11sultant, accompanied Scott as far as the top of the Beardmore Glacier in 1911 and found his body near .\linna Bluff in
1912. lie has retired thre<' limes since 1947, but the continuity of
his knowledge of tJ1e An ta relic makes him invaluable.
The work Sir Cha1·les docs in upper atmosphere physics has
a direct bearing on tJ1e fate o f 319 whose radio is in contact with
Lillie Jeana, a summer weather station on the Barrier. I Jc wrote
recently, " ... the ionosphere must be regularly monitored in the
Antarctic to help maintain communications. \\'heu tJ1e normal
complement of electrons is augmented by a burst from a solar
flare, Lhe D layer absorbs short-wave radio signals. Often the
clTect is severe enough to black out all radio communication and
therefor e also to ground all aircraft."
f\fr. Forbes clambers up. walks aft on the tops of the oil
drums, and drops to the deck near a door that slopes outward.
~Jindful of skin beir1g stripped off by cold metal, he amids the
handles and leans against the door. "Those lines on the side of
the glassier," he says, "are where the ice is breaking away from
the mountains.,. The smaller mountains are con~red almost to
the top with ice, as if inundated. Some of it is blue, like the water in the Bahamas. i\lr. Forbes says this color is due to the
absence of snow. Scott wrote in his diary: "All this soft snow is
an aftcrmalh of our prolonged storm. Hereabouts Shackleton
found hru·d blue ice. It seems an ex traordinary difference in fortune, and at every step S. 's luck becomes more evident..,
The " lucky" Shackleton had " falls. bruises. cul shins . . .
tJ1e worst surface possible, sharp-edged blue ice full of chasms
and crevasses, rising to hills and descending into gullies; in fact, a
surface that could not be equalled in any polar work for dillkulty
in travelling." In the Age of the Goon, until fi\·e years ago, the
LC-47s used to labor up the Glacier, barely gaining altitude as
fast as the ice rose towr1rd the plateau, but the I Ccrc is flying
effortlessly at 26,000 feet.
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First glimpse of the Continent! The lond below the
nacelle of the Herc is in the vicinity of Cope Adore near
Hollett Stolion, which was the first summer stolion lo be
reopened in Deep Freeze '66. The 2,200-mile flight from
New Zealand would be even more hazardous if ii were
not for the weather reports received from Hollett. On
September 6, on LC-47 landed on sea ice with nine mem bers of ASA who put the station bock in operation ond
loid out on Ice runway . The loller could be used, in an
emergency, for about one month (November) by the
wheeled aircraft of the Air Force. In Deep Freeze '66,
the first plane from New Zealand londed ot McMurdo on
October 1. The PSR (point of safe return ) had been
passed a little beyond the halfway point, where the picket
ships Gary and Colcolerro alternated on ocean stations
throughout the season. Even veterans of the Antarctic
become excited when they first see land.

... --.-. . ...

"Those sliLS or sloued areas arc crentsses . . . the more obvious ones," ~Ir. Forbes explains. They look like the clans made
by a seamstress. There is not much snow on the range that goe~
off lo the southeast. and in the distance is a large mountain that
As the plane approaches the plateau. the
resembles a castle.
mountains arc more and more covered, until the>' arc mere nw1t1taks or peaks protruding from the s now . Finally the tips cease
altogether. I lerc the ice i.-; 8,000 foct thick.
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Above: Byrd Station. From one to two feet of snow lolls in
the Antarctic each year. This is gradually compressed
until, at a depth of about 450 feet, it becomes pure ice.
The deeper they go, the larger the ice crystals become.
Snow on the surface tokes about 1,600 years to reach o
depth of 900 feet. Antorctico's ice sheet hos warped the
earth's crust and created the climate of the Continent,
which in turn affects the surrounding oceans and the life
in or near them.

• • 4' ~

fie walks up the ramp piled with sea bags, on one of which
a man is sleeping, and makes his way past crates of fresh vegetables to a cofTee urn strapped lo the fuselage. On the way down
he is careful not to step on the rollers, embedded in the deck. on
which cargo is slid ofT the plane. ··Good cofTee. this. Beller than
the stuff you get in America. Ugh.·· At this point Shackleion ·s
party bad run out of raw frozen pony meat, which they chewed
on the march, and were eking out their rations with the mai'l.e
intended for Lhe ponies.
After an hour 's nying over a featureless plain, 319 starts
losing altitude, about where Shackleton had LO turn back because
of a shortage of food. Mr. Forbes will have lunch at the Pole.
before .r eturning to i\JcMurdo, a nd he begins putting on his coldweather clothing. When he has finished. he has on therma l boots
made of heavy white rubber, a complete suit of thermal underwear, a heavy shirt and pants, and the .. many pockets" jacket
and pants, both with liner.
In addition, he has a heavy wool scarf, a thick hat with earmuffs, a nd three pairs of gloves: knHted wool. black leather. and
Bear Claws. The latter are about 18 inches long and made of
leather padded inside and out with neece. [n his pocket is a face
mask, since the temperature at t.he Pole will be in the minus ..J.Os.
Pole Station shows up clearly, since il was originally built on
the surface. IL has lefL its impression although it gradually clisap·
peared under a nine-year accumulation of snow. leaving only a
few huts, a lot of masts, and a Rawin dome for tracking weather
ba lloons. The main body of the sLation is completely under the
ice. Since there is nothing on the skiway to cast a shadow except
50-gallon drums, it is hard to Lell how high the plane is. It could
be fifty feet in the air, or five hundred. As far as the eye can sec
to starboard, the ice resembles a smooth sea or an endless desert.
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Below: The South Pole. The stotion is just below the sur·
foce, whereos Byrd wos built deeper ond covered with o
specio l steel orch. As for the men who winter-over, the
problem Is besr described by Admirol Byrd, who soid thot
ony mon who elects lo inhobil such o spot must reconcile
himse lf lo " ... enduring the bit te res t tempero tures in
noture, o long night os block os lhol on the dork side of
the moon, ond on isolo tion which no power on eorth could
lift for o t leost six months. Now, ogoinsl cold the explorer
has simple but omp le de fenses. Agolnst the occidents
which ore the most serious risks of isololion he hos inbred
resourcefulness ond ingenuity. Bui ogoinst darkness,
nothing much but his own dignity."

-
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A Herc being unloaded ot the South Pole, with o sled and
o D-8 tractor. When o plane lands, anyone who is not
on duty, often including scientists, comes lo help unload ii.
Even the simplest movements here ore awkward because
of the extreme altitude, and shortly ofter this picture was
token the storekeeper was killed while helping to unload
another aircraft. Wolter Sullivan soys that the human
body adjusts itself to the climate by increasing its rote of
metabolism. But the increase in adrenalin secretion sometimes causes men to be terribly " touchy" during the long
winter. Whatever the problem, and whatever the conditions under which a job must be done, the Novy men
usually soy, "We con hock ii."

Right: The geographical South Pole, about o quarter of o
mile from th e main station. The flogs ore the Norwegian, for Roold Amundsen who discovered the Pole in
1911 , and the American, for the people who hove lived
there continuously since 1956.

A slight scraping is felt as Lcdr Brabec sets the plane down.
Then a sudden slowing, as the " brakes " are applied to save the
skis. By reversing the propellers, the Herc can stop within 2 ,500
foet. After taxling to the fuel pits, Lcdr Brabec shuts down three
engines, leaving one running to keep the hydraulic system functioning. Off-loading usually takes about 20 minutes, although
today, since Admiral Bakutis is aboard, 319 will wail for two
hours. When the door is thrown open, a husky dog bounds up
the steps and greets each member of the crew. Then she scrambles
up the steep ladder to the flight deck where a little sign says:
" Antarctic flying consists of hours of sheer boredom, interrupted
by moments of stark terror. "
Dick Brabec is reassuring. " If anytl1ing fails, " he explains,
" it fails in a 'safe' position . A valve, for instance, will be turned
automatically to a spot that can't endanger the aircraft. The design that 's gone into these things is wonderful. " The Heres have
an almost miraculous ability to endure conditions that would finish
off any other plane. They can operate down to 65 degrees below
zero, although occasionally they may develop mysterious ailments
after years of punishi11g, open-field landings.
" The paper life of an LC-130 is twenty years," says Admiral
Bakutis, " but they 're pretty beat up. These arc the original four
we ordered in 1960, and tl1e hours we put on them are half again
as hard as the wear they would get in the States." This season
two of them had cracks in the a irframe, but Lockheed-Georgia
came up with a special steel plate to correct the trouble. The company sends several technical representatives lo the ice e,·ery season
to keep an eye on them.

•

A weather balloon at the South Pole.

Righi: An LC-130 Hercules on the ice at William~ Field,
McMurdo. Under the plane's wing, at right, is Observe·
lion Hill which shelters McMurdo Station. At left is the
Royal Society Range. The permanent ice of the Ross
Shell, here, is over 100 feel th ick, but the runway for
wheeled aircraft in the background is on sea or annual
ice and may " go to sea" ot any tim e.

J. R. Dantzler, one of the Lockheed Tech. Reps. , explains
m agnaflux, a method of detecting cracks in metal: " If the part is
small enough, it can be removed from the plane and subjected to
electro-magnetic analysis. You coat the suspect area with magnetic filings or shavings; and when you polarize it, north
and south , the f:ilings will form a wavy line that will
be the line of the crack."
Previous types of large cargo planes used in Deep Freeze
couldn 't handle the rough surfaces fou nd a lmost everywhere on
the Continent, but the Hercules is so successful that it is replacing
the overland traverse in which tractor trains reach remote areas.
Henry Storm, the lallky bosun's mate who is in charge of refueling at the Pole, says that once the fuel lines iced up on a. LC-130,
causing it to lose power, and it landed on one engine:
"That Herc's a real forgivi ng aircraft. "
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The U. S. Navy's Operation Deep Freeze supports scientific studies in the Antordic with one of the longest and
most complex sup ply operations in the world. Here is the
notorious " Nineteen Mile Ship." That's how long the
USNS Pvt. John R. Towle will hove to be in order to hold
all the cargo the various units ore waiting for. The van
being swung over the side was designed in Washington,
D.C., built in Calgary, Alberto, put aboard the ship ot the
Deep Freeze base in Dovisville, R.I., and flown from
McMurdo to the remotest port of Antordico.
In spite of modern lronsport methods, men ore as vital lo
the operation as they were when th e eorly explorers
man-hauled their heavy sledges 60 years ago. The van
is set on the ice, instead ol the quay, so that it con be
pulled four miles to the snow runway by o heavy D-8
tractor. The Navy' s summer support of the year-round
scientific progrom sponsored by the Notional Science
Foundation requires that all ships and aircraft converge
in the Antarctic ot precisely the right moment, wi th the
right instrumen ts ond materials. The ship shown here hos
soiled many thousands of m iles, making only one round
trip per season to furnish the supplies necessary lo bock
up ventures for out on the ice.
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A typical day in the Antardic, with a partial white-out
condition. If the wind were to pick up o little more,
blowing snow would obscure the skiwoy and the Strip
would be "down" or non-operollonol.
Lockheed-Georgia's LC-130 Hercules hos revolutionized
explorollon In the Antordic. In spite of Its weight and the
amount of cargo ii carries, ii con drop onto on unprepared snow surface os lightly os o bird. It con gel off the
ground In 30 seconds ond land, If necessary, within 2,500
feel. Its turbine-powered engines hove no trouble in
cold, thin air, and with a pressurized cabin II cruises ol
over 30,000 feel, out of reach of the highest mountains.
Vehicles ore flown out lo the oreo of o scientific Investigation ond either left there in the almost rust-free air or
returned to McMurdo for overhaul. The Herc also brings
food, fuel, spore parts, and moll lo the scientists and
Novymen. Thus the scientist con fly down from the United
Stoles In October and hove o whole summer season of
four months In the field before leaving In February.
The flexlbrllty of this arrangement is for greater than the
old system where the scientist could cover only a few
miles on the surface, laboriously, having to consider
every pound carefully. Byrd Station ond the South Pole
hove become staging oreos, from which the Heres resupply stations or field parties. From Byrd, they ore
within reasonable distance of Eights, Ellswprth, Camp
Minnesota, and the Horlick and Pensacola Mountains.
From Pole, they supply Plateau and the Queen Maud
land traverse.
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The Plateau Station vans were designed lo fit snugly
inside the Hercules. Al left, there doesn't seem to be o
chance. At lower left, the plane's loadmaster stands
on the romp and wails to be shown before he moves
out of the way, below.
The van was designed by the Navy's Bureau of Yards
and Docks lo meet every conceivable need of the four
Navymen ond four scientists who will stay from February
to December ot the new Ploteou Station in the coldest,
highest, most remote part of the Continent. The curtains
to afford privacy ond the colors of the walls were mode
as cheerful as possible, but there ore few windows since
for six months ii wlll be dork outside. This von wlll be
connected to o thers by o roof and floor creating extra
space for work ond reloxollon.

Plateau Station was one of the most important objedives
of Deep Freeze '66. The station's main purposes ore for
research In Very low Frequency radio reception, ouroro,
meteorology, and geomagnetism. An important byprodud is the opportunity lo study human behavior and
psychological reodions at extreme altitudes. Plateau's
altitude Is 11,900 feet, ond the temperature may goos
low os 130 degrees below tero. The Novy doctor in
charge checks regularly on the men's response to on
altitude that is effedively very near the limit thot con be
tolerated without oxygen. Before the station wos isolated
for the winier, ii wos visited by o NASA representative
who wonted to find out what the space program could
learn from this "experiment In living" for possible landings on other planets.

"Pretty soon," soys Cdr Jim Newmon, the ship operations officer, " it'll be the thing to do - to go out on the
point ond watch 'em bustin' ice." For two months McMurdo sound wos on expanse of white, relieved only by
o few Weddell seals sprinkled on the ice near Hut Point.
Then, early in December, from o helicopter, icebreakers
were seen for to the north. The ship's radio reports their
patient mile ond a half each day. By December 11,
Glacier is close enough to Hut Point forlhe people at McMurdo to stand on the rocks in their spore time and enjoy
a new diversion.
As seen in the photo al left, three cuts ore mode, 20
degrees apart. With throttles lu ll ahead, G/ocler rides
up on the six-fool Ice for perhaps one-third her le ng th
ond crushes it with her weight. The trick is to stop the
engines before the ship loses way and ge ts cough! in the
ice. The two 17-loot propellers help to churn the brash

or loose ice out of the way . Then she bocks down three
or four lengths lo prepare for another charge. Each cut
tokes about six minutes, ond this year it was three wee.ks
before the channel was ready. The wheel in the foreground belongs to one of Glacier's helicopters, which ore
used for ice reconnaissance, special cargo, and ferrying
scientists to otherwise inaccessible locations.

Below, Aiko enters Winter Quarters Boy, with McMurdo
Station at lower right. As in the old day s, ships must
wait for Noture to open McMurdo Sound, but now the
icebreakers cul o channel from the So und lo McMurdo
Station ond allow the ships lo come in a little earlier than
in years post. Deep Freeze '65 wos th e first year in the
history a l the operation when it wos not necessary to un load cargo on the seo Ice ond haul ii lo McMurdo on
sleds. Tankers used lo hove lo slay oll os for os ten
miles ond pump their fuel ashore.

Below is o stunning view of the Royol Society Ronge,
which is oc tuolly 70 mile$ away. Glacier ond Sur/on
Island hove just brought Alotno into Winter Quarters
Boy, a lthough o giant ice floe blocked the entrance to the
channel. The ice floe wos first estimated lo be nine times
the oreo ol Mo nhotton lslond. Alaina, escorted by the
icebreaker Atka, orrived ol the entrance on December 12,
carryi ng 1,162,766 gallons ol JP4, desperately needed
by the Heres. The three icebreakers tried to push the floe
out of the way, but it jammed ogoinst the lost ice.
Glacier linolly monoged to split the floe, ond Alatna
reached McMurdo - o dista nce of some 20 miles - one
week lote, on December 19.
Al the left in the photo, holfwoy up Glacier's most, con
be seen her "loft-Conn" where she is controlled when
breaking ice. It is I 00 feel obove the woter ond provides
o peaceful ploce from which to survey the penguins ond
killer wholes thot oppeor when the ship first reoches the
lost ice. G lacier is America's larges t icebreake r, with 280
officers ond men.

Above: McMurdo Sta tion is built on one of the few bare
patches in the Antarctic. This is not due entirely to the
warming effect of the lava ash that covers the area
around Mt. Erebus, since only a part of the tip of the
peninsula Is ice-free. More likely it is an accident of the
wind, which removes the winter snows and leaves an
area of barren ground fn summer.
A helicopter is visible on the flight deck of Aiko, spending
her sixth season in the Antarctic. The majority of equipment and supplies still arrives by ship. Left, ltjg Jim
Woods peers from his " horse" - the name given to
Glacier's helicopters because of their former designation: H04S. The choppers ore pointed a bright international orange for maximum visibility.

Approximately 40 percent of all tonnage flown to the
In land stations consists of fuel. The Novy is constantly
trying lo find ways of cutting down on this requirement:
by reducing consumption on the spot, by preventing
leaks, by tightening inventory, and by planning flights
carefully to consume fewer flying hours in support of
scientific programs. Yet lo supply the new Plateau Station, for instance, three 25,000-gallon fuel bladders had
to be placed near the skiway at the South Pole. For the
latest program in the Pensacola Mountains, the largest
summer scientific party ever put into the field in Antarctica, fuel hod to be flown 1,200 miles from McMurdo.
Sometimes it is so cold that the hoses breok when they
ore coiled, like dry spaghetti. The bladders themselves
are ordinarily used, in a normal climate, less than a
year. On the ice, through necessity, they often serve for
several years. They have a way of developing leaks,
unseen, beneath the snow. Nevertheless, the bladders
wore, and ore, a brilliant improvisation in a place where
ordinary means of fuel storage did not exisl.

Above: The 55-gollon drums ore part of the emergency
cache at McMurdo. There are 73,410 of them. The tonk
holds 250,000 gallons, and a number of these huge wa.
fers surround the station, high on the hillsides. They are
readil y convertible from Diesel Fue l Arctic, which is used
for healing, to JP4, which powers the turbo-prop Her·
cul es. At right ore some of the Di ese l-eledric gene rotors
that provide power for the station.

At lefl ls Chief John Gonnon, standing on on elevator of
stainless steel, which is suspended by o 15-ton crone over
o pool of brilliant water. He is removing one of the con·
trol rod actuators in the heort of the nuclear reactor ot
McMurdo. The octuol fuel elements ore contained in the
walls of about 740 stainless steel tubes, half on inch in
diameter. In case the power rises tooquickly, the reactor
hos " period protection" from on outomotic monitoring
system. At 110 percent, on alarm sounds; at 115 the
contro l rods ore Inserted at six inches per minute; at 120
the rods ore put all the way down, in about 380 milliseconds.

For below the surface of the water is o dolly that carries
o hot or spent core into on adjacent tonk where it con be
stored until ii cools off. These ore two of the rare photographs, by on outsider, of the reactor with the cover off.
Before he could enter the Primary Building, the photographer hod to dress completely in white, put on special
shoes, and carry o radiation-counter like o fountain pen.
When he come out, he was inspected by o sensitive machine. "Rarely does o man go over one-sixth of his
allowed quarterly dose," said Chief Jim Robertson, the
senior electrician. The core, which is no larger than o
single oil drum, replaces millions of gallons of Diesel fuel.
It lasts two years.

" Stokes oil day and steaks ot night." Above, Tony Gow,
of the U. S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering
laboratory ol Hanover, N.H., cooks o s teak al midnight.
At this season the sun never sets, and Its light pours
through the thin, extremely strong cloth of his tent. The
lent is a brilliant orange-red tha t con be spotted easily
from tho air. Gow, o glaciologist, has been measuring
the angular shift between stakes that were driven into o
glacier in the Doiley Islands several mon ths before. The
angular shift, measured with a surveyor's transit, yie lds
information about glacial flow patterns. This area, across
the Sound from McMurdo, receives a tremendous, although slow, discharge of the ice from the Koettlitz Gia·
cier and the 500-mile sweep of the Ross Ice Shelf.

Al left: Tony Gow ond Steve Toth, olso of CRREL, toke on
ice coring from the Ro$$ Ice Shelf. It will be onolyted
for ony cosmic dust ond trapped gases it may contain,
ond its crystalline structure will be exam ined os it varies
with depth ond temperature. This shell, the size of Fronce
ond os much os l ,000 feet thick, floats In the ocean although it is still ottoched to the land. From its seaward
edge pieces break off, or " calve," to form huge flottopped icebergs. Glociologis1s hove been trying to find
out whether the ice shelf erodes on its underside or is
built up by the freezing of seo water, but Gow discovered
lost yeor that at little America V it ls composed entirely
of glacial ice. Fish found on top of the ice were thought
to hove been frozen to the bottom of the ice and later
exposed by the wearing owoy of the surface. Gow now
believes that seals brought the fish to tide crocks, where
they become frozen.

At right, top: Jeff Bier of Roanoke College ond Pete McCarthy of the North Star Research and Development Institute use on a luminum boot to set o ut o trap for marine
animals. Most of their catches ore In deep water; there
is very little life around the shores because the ice prevents the sort of growth that marine onimols need to feed
on. A few of these creatures ore found in other waters,
but the majority ore endemic to the Antarctic. The shells
of crustaceans ond mollusks here ore actually thinner
than in wormer waters. The best description of the food
process is by the eminent Dr. Robert Cushman Murphy:
" The red shrimpl ike crustacean commonly called krill . . .
symbolizes life in the Antarctic more aptly than ony pen·
guin does. It is the key organism in the shortest food
chain of one of the most abounding provinces of life on
eorth. Feeding directly on the one-celled plants of the
seo, the krill in turn supports not only fish but also the
penguins and vost populations of winged sea birds, seals
ond wholes."
Bollom: Pete McCarthy (background) and Dr. Derry Koob
in the Biological laboratory ot McMurdo. McCarthy
wintered-over as monoger of the Biolob, while Dr. Koob
spent the summer studying olgoe, o project he hod begun the year before.
The Biolob Is the largest fully
equipped United Stoles focllity In the Antarctic for the
support of o single discipline.

The Anlorc1ic oceans ore richer in life than any similnr
waters in the world Al left, reading down: o rather
small oc1opus, with a total leg span of about four inches.
A gale-legged sea spider, abundant in polar waters,
which feeds on the sea anemone and other fleshy creo·
lures. The legs of this one ore about four inches long.
A fancy-colored fish, collected al a depth of 830 meters,
off McMurdo. A sea Ion or sea lily, related to the starfish. If extended, its diameter would be about eight in·
ches. All ore In the Biolob at McMurdo, in salt water
tonks, ot a temperature slightly below freezing. Eventual
ly salt water will be pumped lo the aquarium from under
the Ice of McMu rdo Sound.

The Center of the World
Madeira sits on a hummock of ice, gazing bleakly away from
the slight wind. AtavisticaUy, for she has not seen another dog
since she was weaned, she adopts the pose of the husky at Lhe eod
of Flaherty's Bl m Nanook oflite North.
T he altitude makes the slow walk to the station exhausting.
Four men are engaged in "outside Peggy," as Shackleton refened
to chores. They are shoveling snow for the snow-melter, the method of gettmg water today as 50 years ago, and among them is a
scientist who bas spent the morning mapping the upper atmosphere.
Madeira trots ahead and plunges down steep, narrow, wooden steps covered with snow - the main entrance to the station at
the South Pole. As soon as t.he sun is left behind, there is a dankness like the inside of a walk-in icebox. Through corridors lined
with cases of canned food is an enormous room built of steel
arches, containi ng tlu-ee 25 ,000-gaUon fuel bladders. Opposite is
the mess hall, a rickety but well-insulated wooden building, self~
contained, its door kept closed by hea,·y latd1es that drop into
place on a steel shim.
T he mess is like a small cafeteria, but it might as well be a
European cafe. There are arguments on every subject and experts
of every nationality. Discussion never stops, since even in tl1e
m iddle of the night (broad daylight) a couple of scientists may
finish their observations and drop in for a cup of coffee. The

The snow mine al Byrd Station. A trodor outside pushes
surface snow into this tunnel, and the conveyor belt in
the foreground tokes it lo the snow·melter at the station.
Every man ot the station tokes his turn a t this work.

Above: Romp for vehicles ot the South Po le, showing the
Wonder Arch thol hos mode ii possible to protect several
stations for out on the ice from drifting snow.
Al right: The storoge tunnel ot Byrd. Note ice crystals
on the overhead.

small, brooding man with gray hair is Dr. Edgar Picciotto, who
will lead the 1,000-mile o,·erland traverse from the Pole of Inaccessibility to Plateau Station. Although he is Italian and represents
Ohio State University, his base is the Free University of Brussels
and he is talking to the Honorable Alfred van der Essen, Director
of the Belgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, who has jus1
landed in the Herc.
This is supposed to be the most isolated place on earth , but
the most wretched Arab insists, " Where I stand is the center of the
world. " Sir Charles Wright says, "The upper atmosphere is a
much livelier and more interesting place in the region of the
poles. " The magnetic lines of force extend straight oULward bere,
and they act as funnels for charged particles from the sun. Also
Lhe pole is remote from large centers of man-made and natural
radio disturbances, and it bas the advantage of being sta1ionary
in space. There are now 45 people here, double the winter populaLion. The number will drop as soon as the traverse party leaves,
1·ising again when men arrive to get used to the altitude before
going out to build the new Plateau Station.
A tall blond young man hands a large carton to Lcdr Brabec,
the plane commander. Ronnie Stephen, meteorologist in charge at
the Pole, is sending three Eppley pyrheliometers back 10 l\Ic.\f urdo
for calibration. They are on the order of 150-watt light bulbs but
more delicate, and they measure the amount of radiation that
comes directly from the sun. He notes any changes in what he
ca Us "normal incidence," such as dust from the 1962 eruption of
Mount Teal in the Philippines, which reached t11e Pole Lo about a
year. When Krakatoa erupted in 1883, it threw off five cubic
miles of volcanic ash, and Stephen says a rnysterious cloud of
"Agung dust " remains near the Equator.
Olav Orheim, a Norwegian glaciologist who is going on the
u·averse, sits across the table from a big man with a black beard.
This is Major Jorge Raul ~Iunoz of the Argentine Air Force, who
piloted one of the tiny Beave1·s that flew here from the Argentine,
against all sane advice. They landed first at their own Genera l
Belgrano base on the Filclrncr Ice Shel[ and were supposed to return there after three days. The DC-3 that accompanied them wilh an auxiliary jet engine installed in its tail - is now being
repaired at l\!Icl\llurdo.
Munoz looks like a br igand. He speaks a little English and,
witl1 his flashing eyes and wicked smile, could be a character actor
in the movies. Today is his anniversary, and he has telephoned
a friend in Buenos Aires on the ha1u radio to send flowers to his
wife, with a card he has previously signed: "Love, George. " He
got up at six o'clock this morning to call her. " She say,
'Where are you?' I say the South Pole. She say, ' How
you send flowers ? ' "
On the left are several long tables and on the right is the galley, sepanted from the mess by a counter on which food is piled
in what seems unnecessary quantity. Yet, at these temperatures,
the body needs half again as many calories. The early explorers
ate hooslt, a pemmican stew, although it is too rich and fatty to
be eaten in a normal climate.
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"Stew" is all Lhe cook is ever called. Bobby Joe Da,·is talks
like Texas and has the moustache or a ti,·erboat gambler. but he
is generous and witty. Some or the trusses in the O\'Crhead ha\·e
buckled under t11e weight of the snow: he has removed certain
panels in the ceiling and set empty food tins on the rafters to catch
the drip. Jle keeps electric fans on the floor near the back door.
to pre,·ent the condensation from freezing. ··Next year d1i:. place
gon na catch hell. " he says. The mess hall and the sick bay. the
oldest buildings in the station, will be replaced. Since the air is
pure, Dr. Bill GrilTin, Officer in Charge of the station . has few
patients. When someone wakes uo with a sore throat, a scientist
familiar with pyrheliometers diagnoses it as .\gung dust.
Stew instinctively heads off trouble by insulting the men before
they can get around to complaining. Some of them are tense because they have not yet been relieved after a year on the ice, and
some because "only 88 days Lill that last plane leaves." .\ wornout Western is on the record player - its sad words the only reminder of life outside. When one of the men puts on something
saccharine, Stew says to him, " I don't like to insult you, but
your taste in music doesn't get to me, some way.··
Saturday night at the Pole is time for a steam bath, and the
men like to roll on the ice afterward. Terry I fardiman, who
handled geomagnetism and seismology last winter for the t.;. S.
Coast and Geodetic Survey, says the temperature set a record.
For fou r days in July, it went to 113.4 degrees below zero. \\'hen
they ran outside in the darkness, their bodies underwent a change
or 253 degrees.
Sunday is the cook's day off, and everyone makes what he
wants. Fresh eggs from :\cw Zealand, magnificent bacon, homemade bread, steaks. . . .
Over breakfast there is an easy dialogue going on between Dr. Picciotto and Ed H orton, a radioman
who is waiting to go to Plateau around the middle of December.
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It will take the Seal3ees about three weeks to set up the buildings,
but long before that the radio has to be operating. In the meantime, they will live in tents.
"It is much more comfortable in a tent than in the Sno-Cat,"
says Picciotto. "We use a Coleman stove, and I had my shilt
off." He was on the same traverse last year; this is his sixth
time i11 the Antarctic. In 1958 he wintei·ed-over at Belgium's Roi
Baudouin base, about where the four-year traverse will wind up
in 1969, a nd made the urst exploration of the interior. One group
of his party got lost in the Belgica l\'1ountains and was rescued
by Russian DC-3s.
Warmth appeals to Horton, since he was born in Maine.
He speaks nostalgically of Torremolinos where he spent two weeks
while stationed in French Morocco, and he hopes to work his way
back to Spain or Italy. Volunteers for Deep Freeze, whenever
possible, are given preference in their ne.xt assignmenl. The shortest way lo tbe Mediterranean may be by way of the South Pole.
Horton says the radio he wiU take to Plateau is a KWM-2.A,
basically the same as the one in the ham shack. ·'A few 111inutes
ago, I was tluee-way wilh By rd and Illinois. Byrd dropped out,
but Illinois was loud and clear." Plateau makes e,·eryone uneasy, simply because they don 't know wbattheywill fLnd out there.
llorton prefers action to uncertainty, and he concentrates on his

At lefl, lop: "Club 90" ot the South Pole, named for the·
degree of latitude. Movies ore shown here every nighl,
and parties ore held on Soturday or lo celebrate a pro·
motion. Al one of these affairs, Modeiro, the sled dog,
grobbed the cook's hot and disoppeored under a bench
lo chew on ii. "Stew" refused lo gel angry: " I gotta
keep in good wilh thot dog - in cose thot plone don't
come back."
Bottom: A residenl ol Pole reaches up lo remove o panel

in the golley so lhol he con empty o con ploced there lo
catch lhe drip. This building leoks from the weight of the
snow and is one of lwo scheduled lo be replaced in
Deep Freeze '67.
Below: " Stew," the cook. Bobby Joe Davis prepores on
unlimited supply of good food for the men ol the Pole,
and his wisecracks keep them from feeling sorry for them·
selves. He belongs lo Anlordic Support Activities, which
does the "housekeeping" on the Continent. Aircraft hove
reploced the slow tractors that houled supplies overland,
bul it takes o large ground force to mointoin the plones,
and ASA to moinloin the ground force.

Bernie Pope in the carpenter's shop win tered.over ol the
Pole. II is so worm be low the ice that he works in his
undershirt. The tonk stores the fresh waler that comes
from the snow.melter.

equipment, which is subject to his control. He believes the generator that powers the radio may give trouble in the thin air. " I'm
going to baveto gelit up herea11d really adjust those carburetors."
"The biggest increase in altitude is between sea-Je,·el and the
Pole," Picciotto points out to Horton. "There is only 10 percent
between here and Plateau. So you just ha,·e LO take it easy.,.
They will meet at the same point on an endless sheet of ice. His
experien ce is greater than Horton 's, but the radio may save his
life. This accounts for the imuitivc respect bet ween the US.\ R Ps
and the xa,·y.
The "house mouse·' for today, the man assigned to clean up,
is Ambalada, a swarthy electrician ·s mate who is in charge of the
generator room. At the moment he is washing dishes, but he
spent a week recently in the nuclear power plant at :\lc:\lurdo.
:\ l unoz comes in with the other two Argentine pilots. They put
themselves out to be charming, since they.feel they h;we stretched
the :'\avy 's hospitality - from three days 10 three weeks. Piccio tto.

who is 45, compares his age with lhat of i\Iunoz. "At 38, I was
driving with dogs in the Belgica i\Iountains .... "
"I want to repeat the Amundsen-Scott journeys wiilt dogs,"
says Munoz, his eyes glowing.
"In the future they will use Hovercraft," Picciotto answers
gloomily.
A hundred yards out on the ice is the cosmic ray hut, where
Doug Thompson spent most of last winter counting things that
are invisible. These are subatomic particles that come from somewhere in outer space and from the sun. They reach the Poles
more easily because they can slide down the earth's lines of magnetic force instead of ramming through them. Their intensity,
though, varies from minute to minute and from year to year,
depending on the sun.
The International Geophysical Year, which was timed to take
advantage of the sun's maximum activity, was the original reason
for Operation Deep Freeze and produced an unprecedented exchange of data. Wllh a new monitor that transmits information
to high-speed computers, Thompson was able to detect infinitely
more subtle variations in the neutrons. or low-energy cosmic rays,
during the period of minimum solar acU,·ity ( 1964-5 ). Its name
has a delightful Chinese sound: The International Year or the
Quiet Sun.
This little hut is one of two high-altitude cosmic ray stations
beyond 60 degrees; the other is at Vostok, the Russian base. Led
by :i.Iadeira, Thompson walked back and forth e,·ery day during
the six months of darkness to tend his instruments. He installed
a hi-fi set, which brings him lilerally •'the music of the spheres."
At night he spends hours fiddling with the ham radio, gossiping
on the most trivial subjects with people all over the globe. When
a plane lands, he is invariably on hand to heJp with load Ing and
unloading. The winter doesn 't bother him. By the lime he turns
things over to Lars Andersson, he will have spent three years,
altogether, in the Antarctic.
Teilhard de Chardin said that one cause of man 's loneliness
may be his awareness or the coldness and vastness of the universe, but Thompson is perfectly at home in the solar system.
Far from being a mere technician, he sees an overall picture of
the upper atmosphere as well as the stunning mosaic or related
sciences. Instead of being made lonely by the cosmos. he is reassured by a seri~s of cosmic coincidences. Byrd Statiou, for instance, is linked witl1 the Creal Whale River in Canada, since tl1cy
are "conjugate points," or opposite ends of the same magnetic
line of force.
In May, 1965, Carl Disch , an ionospheric physicist for the
National Bureau of Standards, was visiting a fellow scientist at
the radio-noise building, a mile and a half from Byrd. Ile headed back to the air station from the hul, exactly tbe size of Thompson's, and was never seen again. A search was made as far as
the old Byrd station, six miles away, and around the 21-mile VLF
antenna which lies on the ice, but the darkness and Lhe cold and
the wind made It futile.
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Dr. Mike Gadsden of the Notional Bureau of Standards
is one of two principal investigators on o grant from the
Notiona l Science Foundation for the "Study of the Dis·
tribution of Sodium ot High latitudes, the Spectral Dis·
tribullon of Polar Cop Aurora, and Auroral luminosity
Pulsations.'' The aurora is covsed by particles from
space that "slide" down the vertical and near-vertical
lines of force orovnd the geomagnetic pole, striking the
upper atmosphere and causing ii lo glow more or less
like eleclrons striking a TV picture tvbe).

The moin entronc:e ot Byrd Stotion, for both men ond
vehic:les. The monster on trocks is o Nodwell "Fire
Boss," ond the men riding in it ore the two top Novy
offic:ers of the station: Lt Gordon W. Collender, Ollicerin-Chorge (left), ond Lt Robert B. Hunt, the doc:tor.

"At Byrd the snow starts picking up at 20 knots, because
there's so much of it,,. says Lt :'\orm Terrell in the weather central
at .l\lc.l\lurdo. '·By the time you get to 30 knots ,·isibility is almost invariably below minimum. For aircraft it's zero-zero, since
blowing snow makes ite,·en worse as you get closer to the ground. ··
Byrd, the largest inland station, ought to be a citadel, impervious to weather. It is entirely underground, but hand-lines are
rigged o uts ide for the men who have Lo reach the antennae, vents,
or any of the four scientific lowers. In "hand-line"' weal her, Brent
Scudder, who will winter-over for 1he U.S. Weather Bureau, walks
the 200 steps from his quarters to the galley - in shirtslcc,·es.
" \Vhen the hurricane howls outside, you don't even know it." he
says. "You can't hear it." The weather station picks it up, since
all indicators inside arc piped to instruments outside.
Scudder has charge of measuring ozone. a kind or superoxygen whose movements can be used Lo trace air movements into
the Antarctic from elsewhere. The ozone instruments arc in the
.\urora tower. so three times a day - in his shinslee,·es - he
climbs a 62-foot ladder which is in a closed shaft. Ile has no foar
of falling, as the shaft has shelves all the way up. \\'hen he gets
tired, he just leans back.
"When there's a storm out there, you know it in the tower. It
rocks with a steady motion. Certain measurements require a
needle to stand still on a dial. Not only does the tower shake the
needle but the generator voltage nuctuates as well. so the recorder
makes a wavy line. AL least it's never blown away. I've
decided on a 50 mph rule, above which the ozone observations can go hang. "
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Right: Chino Cabrero, vehicle mechanic a t Byrd.
Bollom: The main tunnel, with food stored along its sides.
The men usually give the cook a hand by carrying a case
with them when they go into the chow hall. The buildings
ore ploced independently beneath the Wonder Arch,
leaving enough space so that their heat won't melt the
exterior walls.

t
The marvelous "Goony-Bird." For lhirty years in civil
av iation it hos been ca lled the DC-3, but the one shown
here with skis is the Novy lC.47. Admiral George Dulek
landed in a similar plane at lhe South Pole in 1956, the
fi rs t man to set foo t there since Scott left ii in 1912. The
"Goons" ore used now for shorter flights, to place scientific parties in the field and lo resupply them.

Goony-Birds
The DC-3 has gone through as many changes as a moultiug
chick. In l11e early days of Deep Free-Le it was called the H4D or
" Dakota" or "Skytrain," and the survl\1ors are the LC-117 and
LC-47 or "Goouy-fiird .. , The crews say Lhjs witl1 alfoction, since
lhey have lo admire unpredictability. The LC-117 is a SuperGoon, configured with more power aud other modilkations. They
used to fly Lo tJ1e Pole, but planes designed 30 years ago would
have a hard Lime now, with their piston engines panting as they
gain altitude. One of them was held for 17 clays in Christchurch
once, wailing for a fair wind.
Lt December a Goon was pulling a field party in the llorlick
.\fountains, halfway between Byrd and the Pole, when it caught a
ski ill the saslrugi - vi ole11tly contorted waves in the snow made
by the wind.
Fortunately, only two or the six scientists were
aboard and, intentionally, they had enough supplies to be scU"s ufficient. Later, in the same a rea, a second Goon suffered strike
damage; ii was a total loss. For some reason, in these accidents,
there are rarely a ny injuries.
When Cdr Jerry Driscoll was Laking o!T on Lhe second flight
or Lhe season, a propeller c~une olT and sliced through the cockpit,
missing him by incbes. His mechanic was a tall, supple man with
black hair and a two-day beard, named Dan Dompe. This curious name may be a contraction of Dou Pedro. He was lucky LO
be silUng down, slnce ordinarily he is all over the plane, making
adjustments with a pair of pump-pliers.
The Goon is a " <lo-it-yourself" aiJ·plaue, and Dompe is constantly improvising, using everything but fri ction tape and baling
wire. One moment he is aft, and the next he is squeezing past the
radioman and the navigator, whose seats seem to have been added as an afterthought, lo fLx somet11ing between 1.he two pilots .
The ice goes out, at Hallell StaU011, usually by the end or
Tovember. Since this is the only other runway for wheeled aircraft, the Air Force ends its supplementary flights from New Zealand as close to that date as possible. Once an ai.rcraft passes
PSR ( Lhe point or safe return ), a little more th an halfway fTOm
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Christchurch, it must land somewhere in the Antarctic. In the
event of a white-out at Mcl\fordo, a Herc on skis could land al
Byrd or the Pole, but with wheels it could only circle uuLil decreasing fuel forced il Lo land.
In a place where everything is upside-down, where Lhe sun
goes around counterclockwise, they call the region around Ilallell,
400 miles to the north, the "Banana Belt.,. Compared Lo the rest
of the Continent, it is rather like going to J\liami Beach, and more
than 100,000 tourists - Adelie penguins - spend the summer
there. A visitor who chose to wait for the next flight , in K O\'ember, might have to stay there until January wheu the icebreaker
Burton Island comes with supplies. From day to day, no one
knows exactly when the ice will go out.
Immediately after takeofT, Dompe goes to the after compartment where the generator is. He almost attacks the little door,
thrusting himself into a space that was meant for a tiny stewardess. He turns off the generator, then goes to the windows, port
and starboard, to see if the !lames from the exhausts indicate the
right mixture in the carburetors. On top of each engine, inboard ,
is an oil-cooler which is mounted there because, in its normal
position, it would interfere wilh the skis. Just behind the cockpit,
against the port bulkhead, is a two-burner electric stove and a
large old-fashioned coffeepot.
" Turn the coffee on," says someone in the cockpit. Dompe
fills the pot with water, throws in half a pound of coffee. and
switches on the stove. Then he lies on the cold deck and fiddles
with a valve on the after end of an auxiliary 200-gallon fuel tank
in the cabin. Art Weber of the :'-1avy's Bureau of Yards and
Docks, and Major Jim Verlaut.z of the Admiral's staff are along
to have an o!Ticial look at the station. An aerial ice observer
pulls out his charts and goes to the cockpit to have a better view
of the frozen Sound. Whenever he sees a "lead" or open patch
of water, or brash, or a change in color, he enters it on a list of
symbols, with the time and position. The ice below is a mosaic
far more subtle a nd far more exciting than an abstract painting.
Ronnie Jankowski is very you ng but highly Lraiued, and what he
sees will affect future ship operations.
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The biologists who study them hove special terms for the
characteristic movements the Adelies make during the
mating season. Young birds give on "ecstatic display" by
pulling their heads straigh t up in the air. " It looks a b it
like a New Eng land church," so ys Dick Allison, of the
University of California. When the adults ore disturbed
by humans, or when they bring a stone bock lo the nest,
they rub their beaks toge ther in o " mutual display." The
" bow store" is given by the fema le when she comes to
a young bird lo steal rocks. She pretends to fllrt with
him, but hos le ft her mole on the nest and is really there
only lo get rocks and gel out. The young bird, in ony
case, is not ready to mote. He cron es his neck in a sort
of arch, and looks sid eways at her. "It's comical," soys
Allison. "He's trying lo see whot she's doing."
Breeding places along the coast ore scarce, so the Adelies concentrate in great numbe rs on the few stretches of
bore ground, competing gently for the pebbles they need
for their nests. At Holle tt, for instance, there ore anywhere from l 00,000 lo half o mi llion in o sing le rookery.

Near Cape Royds, where Sbackleton built a hut in 1908, tbe
fast ice ends. An icebreaker appea1·s below, su1·ely too small to be
Glacie1~ altbough s he began breaking channel yesterday and is
supposed to be joined today by Burton Island. Everything is
dwarfed by Mount Erebus, which is abeam. The breaker seems
to be standing still, but as the plane passes over she is backing
down, and it can be seen that she has made another tiny cul towards McM urdo. It will take her almost three weeks to get there.
At noon tbe plane is flying blind, through a milky concliUou
that is probably caused by glare and by the absence of recognizable objects. Tom Dunn, the radioman, says Hallett is still clear.
Dompe keeps unscrewing the cap on the gas tank and peering inside with a flashlight. Somewhere off to port is Inexpressible
Island , a name redolent of emotion. like many places in the Antarctic: Cape Longing, Cape Disappoiutment,Pollrqlloi Pas Island,
Stygian Cove, Doubtful Point, ;\I islaicl Hock. and Shambles Camp.
the latter being the "slaughterhouse" where Scott had to
shoot some ponies.
Ne<u· here, in 1909, Professor T. E. D<wicl"s little party ( with
the Shackleto n Expedition ) \\'as spotted on the beach with the greatest difficulty and picked up by the ship at the last possible moment. He had fo und the ~[agnetic Pole Oil the other side or the
Prince Albert Mount.ains, a lthough as \\'alter Sul\iyan writes,·· 1t
was already known, by then, t.hat the :.lagnetic Pole was
an ephemeral point. which wandered from hour to hour as well as
from cemury to century .·· By 1962 it had reached the coast or
:\delie Land, near the French Dumont d'Urvillc station, somet imes
called the windiest place in the world.
AL the moment the outside temperature is 28 degrees Fahrenheil. ··j ust like summer," says Dompe. As the plane approaches
Cape Ilallett, the s un lights the land brilliantly and the shadows
p ick out the fo lds and crcYasses. Rounding the headland opens a
bay that is the eq ual of Ita ly and Switzerland combined, one of
the most beautiful places on earth . 1t is a harbor in th e true sense.
after the open a reas of the south, and the s urrou nding mountains
seem to have been ananged aesthetically. The highest of these,
about 12,000 feet, appears to be made of gesso. with bluish
stretches of sheer ice, and near the bottom a patch of brow11 rock.
Icebergs of delightru l s hapes are trapped in the bay from the
previous season . The ice is strewn with miniature bergs and hummocks, which may prevent lhe plane from landing. Yet, after Cdr
0 riscoll bas brought the plane in gently, in spite of a strong crosswind, it ca n be seen that the area is coo rm ous. The mountains
merely alter the scale. Do mpe jumps out a nd semaphores the
plane lo the Strip.
This consists of a single hul. The wind is ,·icious, and the
passengc.rs are picked up in a Weasel with "'curtains '· ul" plywood
011 o ne side by Chief Bob P<utlow who is in charge or Lbc station.
As it bobs along, zig1.agging to avoid bad spots, he points out a
"working" crack. On the crest or a little hill, the Weasel surprises
a solitary penguin that runs a long for a tim e in from of the vehicle, then s uddenly gives up and takes to the ice. tobogganing o n
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its belly. ·'These queer people," as they were called b~· an early
explorer, look as if they belong in a painting by Hieronymus
Bosch. Today the wind is blowing directly from lhe rookery into
tbc station, wilh a fearful stench.
The chow hall is warm and snug, and the huge bearded cook,
Charlie Bowin . points to slabs of meat left m·er from lunch. Tlc
is steaming knackwurst in a cauldron of beer, for supper. The
men who drift in to pick up their mail are nol particularly excited
by \'isitors; they arc absorbed in their own routine. Fred Kinsky.
once a European nobleman, is now a :\Tew Zealand ornithologist.
John Cranfield, a New Zealand biologist, spent 24 hours on tbe
side of the steep, bare mountain that rises directly behind the sta·
lion, to have a better look at the penguins, although he had been
warned or avalanches. Later he pitched a tent in tbe middle of the
rookery, right in the guano, painling the penguins different colors
to trace their movements. J\ colleague is studying juvenile delinq ucncy among penguins al Cape Crozier; in the grant it is called
"Parent-Chick Relationships. "

Roy Mongold, a Novy surveyor, with on Adelie penguin
at Cope Royds. The penguin is on ideal bird for scientific
investigation because it cannot fly. What it locks in the
way of self-defense, it makes up for with charm. These
clowns of the Antarctic hove fascinated everyone since
the early explorers.
Edward A. Wilson, who perished with Scott while they
were returning from the Pole, wrote in his diary in 1910:
"They hove lost none ol their attractiveness, and ore
most comical and interesting; as curious as ever, they
will always come up at a lrol when we sing lo them, and
you may often see a group of explorers on the poop singing 'For she's got bells on her fingers and rings on her
toes, elephants lo ride upon wherever she goes, ' and so
on al the lop ol their voices lo on admiring group ol
Adelie penguins. Meares is the greatest ottroction; he
hos o lull voice which is musical but always very !lot.
He declares that ' God Save the King,' will always send
them to the waler, and certainly it is often successful."

Lt Hal Morris, of VX-0, pi lot of th e LC-47 that crashed on
the Ross Ice Shell in poor visibility and with some evidence of icing. All six men oboord lost their lives. An
occident such os this one co ils attention lo the precariousness of Ille In the Antarctic, and lo the personal courage
of the men who go out on these flights doy ofter doy.

Chief Partlow, who bas been taking ice-corings, e-xamines
them in the Sick Bay to decide how much longer the runway will
lasl. "We'll have to close it by the 28th," he guesses. "The crack
is between the station a nd the Strip. You can still land your aLrcraft, but we wouldn 't have any way of getting back and forth.
We're taking the Wannigan olT the Strip two days fr om now."
He says both the machines for making fresh water broke down.
and there was no water in the Sick Bay. They needed it all for
the galley and the head. But a small glacier on the hillside is
beginni ng LO trickle, which wLll produce plemy of water.
The wind on the Strip is so strong that it tears some papers
out of i\Iajor Verlautz's h~nds_ They are notes he made on lhe
operation of the station, and they go flapping off to leeward.
When the plane is ready Lo take olT, Dompe suddenly throws
open the door a nd jumps to the Ice. I I e bas the pump, pliers in
his hand, and disapperu·s under the port wing. Cclr Driscoll tries
to taxi, but something, perhaps a wheel or a ski, is stuck.
Dompe crouches under the wing, repeatedly, with bare hands
in the 25-knot wind, and then steps back to watch the pilot try
once more. As it gets colder, the passengers contemplate staying
overnight at the station. but the only repair facilities arc in the
head of the big, e.xpressionless man out on the ice. After a long
time, the plane moves. \\"hen Dompe comes aboard, he says the
brake was frozen. Cdr Driscoll taxis to the north encl of the runway and takes off inlo the throat of the mountains before banking, at the last second, and flying out of the bay.
John Cranfield, after his smelly labors among the penguins.
is enjoying a large cigar. Dompe stretches out like a cat on a
few seats and reads a paperback, resting on one elbow. li e is
limp as an animal, obli\ ious to the bad light. The copilot, Lt
Hal ~lorris, comes aft and says he and Lt Bill Fordcll, another
Goon pilot, are scheduled to winter-o\'er.
"A few VX-6 people arc kept over, to be on hand for early
spring operations. \Ve reactivate H allett early; it 's imp ortant for
weather reporting. The Goons spend the winter o n the ice. They
take the control surfaces off and tic them down. It takes about a
week to make them Oy. •· Someone wonders about blowing snow.
~lorris smiles sympathetically. ·'Those poor Goons."
''After three years," says Dompe, .. these things aren't safe to
fly back for overhaul, so they take 'em apart and send 'em by
ship. Next season they Oy 'em down from the \Vest Coast to
Pearl to Canton to Fiji to New Zealand. "853" was two months
!ly ing down from the Statc:s. She was one of the origi nal Goons
in Deep Freeze One ( 1955) and she's still here. "
A few days later, Lt ~Io rri s is taking o ff for the Beardmore
Glacier as copilot of " 832 ," when they discover a bad magneto.
As they taxi back to the gas pits, someone says a team or mechanics will spot the trouble. After chow, the New Zealand field
party walks out lo the plane where "Red" Auxford is working
on the engine. It is wide open to the wind, and one or the :'\cw
Zealanders is sympathetic: ·'They said a team of mechanics from
the Strip would fix it." Auxford, a huge ma n wit.b a husky voice,
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Above: Hollett Station.
"Red" Auxford, mechanic and plane captain of o
Goon thcit flew out to resupp ly o party of scientists on the
Ross Ice Shelf. He is responsible for any mechanical
problems, In flight or on the ground. Work that would be
routine a l home is complicoted in the Antorctic by the
absence of hangars and, above all, by the cold.
Left:

Pulling JATO bollles In ploce.

a green jacket, and a red ·'belly-clapper .. on his head, points to
his radioman. Dick Simmons, and says. ..That's the team
- him and me.,.
Al the end or the day, .\uxford walks into the Strip Coordina1or's OITice, muttering, "Sick, sick Coon . ., He has found a leak
in the gas line. The next day he disco\·ers a bad piston. which
he plans to replace with one cannibalized from the ··stricken ··
LC-47 that nearly got Cclr Driscoll. 1\ blizzard intervenes. Then
anotheY piston is found to be defective. /\ second blizzard. Finally, the New l'.ealanders arc dropped off by a llerc on its way back
from the Pole, in an admirably-planned mancu,·er by the \'X-6
logistics specialists. And so 832 is rcpric\·cd.
If the Goon were dangerous 1hc crews would not speak of il
scntimcmally, nor would they be expected Lo ny it. Unlike the
I lerc, it was not made for this austere continent. The three accidents so for ha\'e not bem due to mechanical failure but LO un·
usual ice surfaces beyond the control of the most skillful and
cou rageo us pilots in the world. Whentheycan afford it, the Navy
wil l come up with a new type of' aircraft to serve field parties,
s11ch as a longer-range version of the turbine-powered Ul l-lB
helicopter now being used by the Army in the Pensacola .l\I ou1llains.
On Sunday, Hal ~[orris is wandering in the ship's store and
gazi ng thoughtfully at some jewelry for his wife. Ile asks "j .B ...
Cunningham the price of something and lllrns to a friend who is
looking al the magnincem snow outside. They discuss the mini·
mum visibility in which you could get a plane down and walk
away from it. "Five hundred feet." says ~[orris. ·'That would
be the liui11g factor.··
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On February 2, Morris files as plane commander of 832 .
His copilot is Ll B ill Fordell a nd the navigator is Lcdr Ron Rosent.hal. He carries two mechanics, AD] 3 Charles Kelley and Wayne
Shattuck, with Kelley serving as plane caplain. His radioman is
Dick Simmons. They take off to pick up a group of lopographk
engineers from the U.S. Geological Survey, who have been measuring the n1ovemem of the Ross lee Shelf near Roosevelt Island.
On Fcbrum·y 3, a t 0942 ho urs, zulu lime, lhe LcleLype begins:

THE ACCIDENT OCCURRED DURING OPEN FIELD
LAND ING IN PARTIAL WI UTE-OUT CONDITIONS WITH
RESULTING POOR SNOW SURFACE DEFI 1JT[QN. THE
AIRCRAFT WAS OBSERVED, BY PERSONNEL lN A l LC117 WHICH HAD PREVIOUSLY LANDED, TO ENTER A
STALL AND THEN MAKE CONTACT \VITII THE SNOW
IN A NEARLY VERTICAL, NOSE DOWN POSITION. THE
AIHCRAFT EXCEPT FOR THE TAIL SECTION \VAS TOTALLY DESTROYED BY FIRE AJ'\TD EXPLODING J ATO
BOTTLES. THERE WERE NO SIGNS OF LIFE OBSERVED
13 Y PERSONNEL \VH.O REACHED THE SCENE AL\IOST
l J\L\fEDIATELY.
FIHE CHARRED JATO BOTTLES CONTI:'-JU l'.:D TO EXPLODE FOR SGVERAL HOUHS AFTEH
TIIE
ACC I DENT DELA YING Ii\E\<lEDIATE IN\'ESTIGAT100!.

Auxford with the leoder (right) of o porly of glociologisls
from Grond Volley Stole College in Michigon. They res urveyed o line of stokes thot was laid out in 1963 near
the northern edge of the Ross Ice Shelf, from Ross Island
lo Roosevelt lslond, about 350 miles away. A telluromeler, o radio distance-measuring device, was used for the
su r vey. The resu ltant doto, compared lo the earlier sur·
vey, showed the speed and direction of movement of the
ice shelf. The party also measured snow densities and
occumu lotion. Inside the plane is ADJ2 Bruce Benson.
Note rock for JATO bottles, just forward of the door.
This party hod been out on the ice for almost two months
ond was glad lo receive moil. They told the plane' s crew
that they didn't hove enough water for washing. One of
their four motor toboggans broke down in November,
when they were 125 miles out of McMurdo, and hod lo
be abandoned. for o week they were unreported, since
their radio foiled, but they were found sole by o SAR
Herc that was on its way lo refuel the Brockton summer
weathe r station. Coming bock, ii spotted them and gave
their position lo Air Operations at McMurdo. During this
pe riod they were pinned down by o blizzard for several
days, with winds as high as 65 knots.

-

Breaking Ice

Cdr Fronk P. Foughmon, skipper of the icebreaker
Glacier. Toward the end of the season, the Glacier
damaged her rudder and on February 20, 1966, left
Antarctica for We llington, New Zealand. In June she was
transferred to the U. S. Coast Guard. She is expected lo
continue her annual Deep Freeze support.

Right:

Glacier breaking ice.

Glacier sends a " h orse" asho re to pick up Cdr Jim :'\ewman.
the sbip opera lions officer a t i\Ic~fo rdo . The helicopter takes its
name from the letters H0 4S, as it used to be called, and when
Lt Bill Lucas sets it down o n the belo pad the large window in the
p ort side of the cockpit is missing . It blew out as they were coming from the s hip; they dropped a smoke flare to mark its posiLion a ud landed o n the ice LO p ick it up. --we only have one
spare on the s hjp," s ays Lucas.
There is a raw wind in a blue skv. The horse hoYer.s . .sli<le.s
ofT across the VX-6 wa rehouses, and sets a course for Glacier.
which is o ut of s ig ht to the nor th. In a few m inutes, Lucas .spots
some seals a nd begins banking and circling while a grizzled
N avy photog rapher in his fifties named Gallagher shoots them
thro ugh the ba U:open door with a hea\"ily-shi eldcd camera. Lucas
la nds on the ice, a nd the ma n in the cabin opens the door wide.
Ga llagher sits clu ms ily on the sill and gets hi.s pictures, as one
seal fli11 gs its tail in the ais a nd another slithers across the ice.
He is so congealed by the cold that he has to be helped back to
his seat. In less tha n a min ute, the helicopter is off. with Erebus
s mo king Lo staYboard .
T he bo rse is e.xhih.mtting, since it can stop indefinitely to look
a t something, and then dart off in any direction. Glacier appears
lifoless, as the plane captain puts a hea,·y su·ap on Gallagher.
which is booked into tl1c opposite side or the cabin so that he
won 't fall thYoug h tht: open door. He shools at a dizzying ang le of ba nk, while Glacier backs clown and waits
for the cho pper to la nd .
On the flight deck , J oe Strano, another pilot, reports that om:
o f Burton I sland ·:., helicopters blew ou t a windo\\· this morning. in
the same ma nner. The ship lives and breathes. with 280 officers
and men going about their duties. Their combined skills are
necessaTy so tha t s he can go on maki ng these same motions endlessly . She is the key th at unlocks one of the doors of the .\lllarclic. Cdr Newman is quite at home, since he was the executive
officer on the icebreaker Slaten Jskwd last year. I le is greeted by
the skip per, Cdr Frank Faughman, and taken up to lunch.
After the biller cold. the captain's quarters arc warm and
luxurio us. There arc rugs and armchairs, and a steward brings
plates of hot so up to a table set with silver on n white cloth. 1\
book was written a bo ut a steward's mate named Amos BrO\\ n,
who fig ured he ran the sh ip. '' Tg i\·e the captain a good breakfas t, a nd when the captain 's happy the ship ·s happy." These
amenities a re a lmost essenthtl, s ince Glacier is sometimes al sea
for seven montbs.
She is the o nly icebreaker never to miss a season in Deep
Freeze and was the first o ne to penetrate ;\ ldlurdo Sound where
s he helped establish the present station. She is H great pulsing
bra in tha t mo nitors almost everything in the Antarctic; besides
being a ,·ailablc fo1· rescue- and weather reporting, she can accom·
mod a te a scientifk program or the commander of a task group.
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Cdr Faughman was sent to !vl.I.T. by the Na vy after World War
rr to study electrical eng ineering and is exper t in command and
control systems. In s pile of Lhe demanding nature of his technical
du lies, he is exLremely well read, and he has the philosophical Ltirn
of mind that in Co nrad 's s tories used to belong Lo tbc Chief Engi neer. On Lhe bulkhead. over Lhe table, is a framed icepick.
Lcdr Irving Voyer, Glacier's execullve officer, comes in. wearing suntans and "street" shoes. Except fo r the fo ur pilots and the
eight men who maintain the horses, the ship is LOO \rarm for the
heavy clothes worn on s hore. Il e leads the way up the mast.
which Lhese days is climbed inside. on 50 or so icy iron rungs. ff
he bas ha d an extra piece of celery' at lunch, he can't make it. 1\L
the top is ·' Loft-Conn,,. a s unny, en dosed space where Lwo officers
are breaking ice. One handles the throttles and the o ther il1e helm.
which is a s mall brass tube tbe size of an im·ened dice cup .
It is bard to im agine the fishermen 's monument al Gloucester
- with a man at Lhe "tube" of a schoo ner. By turning this cursed
thing, Mike McDonald controls upward of 8,500 tons, a 310-IL
vessel wilh hundTeds of men in it, and the second largest Diesel
electric propulsion plant afloat, crushing 26 miles of six-foot ice which would Lake a long time with an icepick. The tube nips
some switches that transmit hydraul ic power to a couple of .. rams ..
t.hat push Lbe rudder. LL ~IcDo n ald has to keep the rudder precisely amidships when backing down , or it will be caught i11 the
loose ice and jammed over, breaking a .. pin " or preventer.

Even here, wl1ere the whipping effect of the mast would be

Burton Island, shoving the brash or loose ice in the channe I. The huge iceberg that blacked the entrance to the
channe l can be seen here. Even ofter ten days of being
worn away by the wind and the sun, it was still estimated
ta cover on area o f nine square miles.

nollced most, they are no t knocked down when G/acil'r hits the ice.
The vibration increases as she .reaches full power, but ramming
doesn 'L disturb lhe g lasses on the table in tbe wardroom. Below
the waterline, the bow s lants aft at s uch a n angle that the s hip
rides up o n tbe ice and crus hes it with her weiglll. An :\I orison
cuts the throttles just before s he loses way, to avoid being hung-up
a nd havi ng to "sally" the s hip. In the old days. this was done
by men rushing back and forth across the deck, but G'/ancr can
be ro lled Len degrees by pumping 140,000 gallons o f water from
s id e Lo s ide. "\Ve got hung-up seven limes, ., says the XO. '' The
same as last yciu ." 13ut d1at was a n unus ually lig ht icc-\·car.
with o nJ y 17 miles to break.

Glacier's bow, breaking Ice. The plating on a normal
ship is on inch and a half thick; Glacier, in addition, hos
a two and three-eighths Inch sheathing of high tensile
steel that runs from three feet above her waterline to
twelve feet below it. Each of her two propellers weighs
over thirty tons. Snow on th e sea ice muffles it ond
makes II that much harder to break through. An icebreaker is rare ly soon from this angle. Despite its enormous bulk, II Is Insignificant when seen In the Anlorclic,
between Mount Erebus and the Royal Society Range.
Here, the photographer was In danger of having the ice
splinter ahead of the ship and deliver him lo the killer
wholes. Another photographer set up a pair of " Pono·
vision" motion picture cameras about four miles ahead.
He said he was wailing for the ship to reach him. The
men pointed out that, since Glacier advances no more
than two miles a day, he might be there all night.

Below: The real villain of Antarctic waters is the killer
whale. Its length is about thirty feet. It will come up
under on ice floe and fling ii in the air, in order lo make
a meal out of o bunch of penguins, o dog, o seal - or o
man. This could hove been the lost photograph that
Warren Krupsow ever took.
Top right: A group of men is silhouetted against the sky.
They ore boarding the ship after a party on the ice.
McMurdo Sta tion Is in the background, at the loot of
Observation Hiii.
Bollom: Men ploying touch football on the ice. Glacier
continues to break lee, around the clock. :lecause the
work they do is so perilous, the men in Deep Freeie ore
given frequen t opportunities to relax. Yet lhe lempo
qu icke ns as lhe dote approaches when the summer sup·
port forces must leave, since everybody is lrying to cam·
plele o job. " Near the end of Iha season, if you gel in
some guy's way - wolch oul."

On a window near the ladder, each four-hour watch uses a
grease pencil to boast of its progress and to disparage the dis ·
tance gained by competing watches. It takes the tension out of a
painstaking job: the score is being analyzed more profoundly
than a ball game by the people on shore. The first supply ship
has on board a number of vans that arc urgently needed to set
up Plateau Station, and fuel e'·crywhere is running low. According to Cdr .\lei Scott of A A, ··\\·c·re measuring fuel at :\lc.\lurdo
with an eyedropper.,. The timing of e\•erything down the line
may rest on C/acicr:r arrin1I one <lay early, so the season can be
completed, and the aircraft lly ou1 one day before a blizzard.
Lt .\lcDonald makes a cut LO starboard . another 40 degrees
to port, and one in the center; about40 cuts per watch. It is hard
to acliic\•c what he Intends, since be can't tell how the ice is going
to split, and the bow may be forced one way or the olher. Lcdr
Voyer says, "Near Beaufort Island it was so bad we had to go
around, between there and Cape Bird. You can·t force your \\'ay
... Nature decides your channel. ·· Glacier is making about a
mile and a half every 24 hours, and the channel is being widened
by Burton ls/an<!. astern, ~o the loose ice can escape.
Loft-Conn is a peaceful place, with a stunning \'iew of Erebus
and Cape Hoyds abeam, where Shackleton wintered before his try
for the Pole. The early ships frequcmly were frozen in for a year
at a time. but Glacier crea tes her own harbor. She \\'ill roll fear·
fully. however. in the open sea all the way home to Boston. It is
fascinating to watch the infinite ,·ariety of the splintering ice. The
bottoms or the fragments are bro\\'nish from microscopic plant life,
since the ,\m;uctic Ocean is richer in food than any other body of
water in the world. "\\'e saw some .-\dclics and Emperors at the
edge of the ice,'· says\' oyer, " and killer whales waiting for them ...
Yet the most important part of C/((cit•r is her engines. because
they turn the two 17-foot propellers. An American Indian named
Doran is in charge of' the engine room, which actually is a series
of compartmen ts reached by ladders as slippery as a l"irc escape.
.. l can run down here quicker than a \"Oicc can get here from the
bridge," be says proudly and half seriously. Ile puts his h;rnd on
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This photogroph shows the beauty of brash, a mosaic
that Is first noticed when approaching the Antarctic in on
aircraft, over pock ice. Aiko, Burton Island, ond Glacier
ore near the entrance to the channe l, which is blocked by
the giant berg a t right. The open water here is in the
vicinity of Cope Royds. The nearest ship is not breaking
ice, but moored so that work con be done on the hull.
A shore party is borely visible.

one of the ten Diesel generators that supply power to two 10,500
horsepowei· electric motors driving the shafts. " This one is sandbagging, " he says, meaning it's resting. The evaporators can
distill 16,000 gallons of fresh water a day, and last year they
supplied McMurdo with water for ten days, when the last snow
bad been scraped off the brown hillsides.
There is no resemblance between this scene and the old Lime
cursing and coal-heaving. Several "snipes," as the enginemen are
called, stand attentively in front of a bank of relays that control
the governors which prevent the rams from oversteering. Others
follow each change in rev olutions as the ship charges the ice,
idles, and backs down. They seem dignified, because of their
absorption, and because they are astute enough to see bow their
own maclunery affects the functioning of the whole ship.
Suddenly a man com es up to Ens Doran a nd tells him that
one of the pins bas let go in the steering mechanism. A snipe in
the con trol room says il was t11e same watch that let it happen
before, but later they find out that a .remote telltale in Lol"t-Conn
didn 't show the rudder 's position accurately. The ship must stop
breaking ice while the pin is replaced.
The Exec sits al the head of the long table in the wardroom ,
which ,offers excellent food served by a pair of stewards. The
drink is sometimes iced tea, and sometimes an ersatz liquid that
appears each clay in a new color. Lcdr Voyer, a Naval Academy
g.raduaLe with submarine experience, is basically a merry man,
considering Llrnt he has an entire ship on his mind. Yet he thinks
nothing of stopping someone in a passageway, reminding him of
a bairliue breach of discipline, answering a technical q ucstion,
and beadi11g off a morale problem - at one stroke. An AG2 waits
at the XO's elbow until he has finished a j oke, then hands him
the evening weather report. "Ballard takes pride in working up
the weather like a professional," Voyer confides later. "He is
becot~1ting a bil of an analyst himself."
At breakfast tbe XO receives a message: ATKA AT 52° .
This odd little fact means something to someoneeverywhere on t11e
ice. The third breaker has remained behind to escort the Lanker
Alaina through the pack, but e\·en though she has scarcely left
New Zealand there begins a seosiUve listening-process which,
much Later, picks up tJ1e routine remark that she is having trouble
with one of her main propulsion generators.
Eastwind, under the Coast Guard, takes a wintering-over
party in January to Palmer Station on Anvers Island, near Lhe
lip of the Ant<uctic Peninsula, a nd while she is there s he serves as
another weather-reporting station. She may be called to free one
of the tl1iu-skinned cargo sh ips or pick a few men off an untenable
place on the coast.
The big difference between Deep Freeze and the early Antarctic expeditions is that the smallest party in the most remote part of
the Continent is in radio contact with someone. VX-6 once flew
a Herc from Rhode Island to Byrd, in April, after the station had
been buttoned-up for the winter, to bring out a Hussian exchange
scientist who became ill. The isolation experienced by CherryGarrard, only 50 miles from Mc~fordo, is a thing of the past.
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Easlwind made a unique contribution lo Deep Free-Le 1his
season. On January 4 she arri\·ed at Palmer Station. the only
U. S. station to be supplied entirely by sea. .\fter taking the pre·
\'ious wintering-over party to Puma .\renas. Chile. where she pick·
cd up some i.cientlsts. she met the freighter n·yandot at sea and
escorted her to .\m·ers Island. ll ) •fwdot was to resupply Palmer
for the winter. but the ice wai. so thick that she had t0
lie about a mile olTshore.
Eas/wi11d carried two turbine-powered helicopters - the first
time they had been used in the Antarctic by an icebreaker. They
arc much larger than the choppers that usually search out ··leads"
or open water in the pack ice. and in 1wo days they carried
ll ~1 •a11dot :~· cargo ashore.
One or 1~·asl11 1 i11d :\ olTicers said. "It
would have taken ordina ry hclos a week.'' This sa,·ed so much
time that they were able to 'go around into the \\'eddell Sea on an
oceanographic cru ise. and to allow 1he fourteen scicntii.1s aboard
more time for their obsernllions. In the \\'eddcll Sea they
encountered heavier ice. trapped there by the long arm or
the peninsula.
The new lurbine·powc~t.'C! helicopters are good for garbage.
too. \\' hen the scientists ashd that the ship ·s garbage not be
dumped O\' erboard, lest it affect the delicate balance or life in the
waters where they were taking measurements. 1hc choppers obli.g·
ingly carried il for out to sea.

Tho 1tebreoker Eoslwind is o formldoble ship, but she is
dworfed by one of tho numerous smoller ice shelves
along the western side of the Antordic Peninsula. The
helicopter about lo land on her flight deck is the HH-52A,
the first turbine-powered model lo be used by any ice·
breaker in Deep Freeze. Conventional choppers would
hove token much longer in the re-supply of Palmer Stolion, on Anvors lslond, which was Eostwlnd's principal
mission this season. The ship also served os o floating
laboratory for o party of biologists studying arthropods
ond fungi, and lropplng airborne insects.
Al rig/it, lop: Is o glimpse of tho self-contained world of
the nucleor reodor at McMurdo. These men took o yeor's
training course al Fort Belvolr, Virginia, and then spent
from one to two years learning operations and molnle·
nonce in on operotionol, pressurized-water plant. Out·
side this thin shed Is the starkest environment in the
world, where man hos lived regularly for only ten years.
Bollom: some of the water distillation equipment. These
mechanical details ore port of a choin that makes possible
the scientific work for out on the ice.
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Summer Support Wraps Up
Occasionally someone asks whether "'the Lail is wagging the
dog" - whether the support force will O\"erwhclm the scientific
program. On the con trary, according LO a senior officer who inspected the nuclear power plant at f\lcf\lurdo, ''the tendency is to
cut down." The nuclear plant itself is an allempt to reduce the
consumpLlon of oil, which is the biggest single item that must be
transported to .\ntarclica. \\' hen the plant is operating. it saves
about 1,500 gallons a day.
Since il wcnl critical in ~I arch, 1962, the reactor has not been
in opera.Lion as stead ily as was originally expected. This is beca use of the 1111L1s ual safety precautions that have Lo be taken so
far from home. "Containment is the big thing," says Lt Tom
Boennighausen, Officer in Charge of the plant. "\\'e're super-safe
- we can't get our rods off the bottom .. , The Antarctic Treaty.
furthermore, prohibits the disposal of radioacti\'e wastes of any
kind on the Continent.
One o f the main benefits of nuclear power at ~lc~lurdo is
the production or steam for the sail water distillation plant t.bat
went into part-time operation at the end of this season. lt takes
about ten gallons of sea waler to make a gallon of fresh \\"aler,
but this is far beuer than relying on snow, which begins to disappear from the hillsides in December.
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"1 ukie-Pu," as ii is called from ils :'\avy letters ;\!;\IPL' , is
the only place on the ice where there are more chiefs than Indians
- thirteen Chief Petty Officers in a total of twenty-three enlisted
men. When the plant is running, Lt Boenuighausen wears red
shoelaces.
111 the ?\lc:.\lurdo office of Ll Carl Ripa. Officer in Ch;uge of
Detachment \\', :\Io bile Construction Battalion Six p ICll-6 ), the
SeaBee detachment, was a diagram showing the ··critical path .. on
which materials must tra,·cl to meet construction dates. Lt Hipa
knows how many hours or days each job ought to take. and he
fits this in with the weather and the arrival of ships, to make sure
that it proceeds in lhe right order.
The day when a man nailed up his own bunk with Left-over
crating materials is gone. 1 ow that Deep Freeze is recognized lo
be a continuing operation, the trend is toward larger buildings, to
conserve heat, to avoid fires and freezeups, and for economy of
maintenance. A new building, 10 be financed in 1969, will benb
250 men and feed 500. To prepare the site, the SeaBces had 10
bring in 4,300 cubic yards of fill this season. The only way it
could be obtained was by sending a couple of D-8 bulldozers up
to scrape the rock oIT a hill which has a slope of 60 degrees.
"From the cab, yo u think you 're looking straight down," said
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Lt Ripa. '·I'm going up the hill tonight, after supper. to run one
of them." He graduated from the ~ a\"al Academy in 1960 and
is a member of the Cl\'il Engineer Corps; be is so dedicated that
he qualified to dri\'e every piece of hea,·y equipment in his detachment. Outside the new Sick Bay that was being finished inside. he
pointed to a transformer platform, which had been assembled on
the spot, and said the man responsible for it was his chief electrician, John Hansen. "That·s as good as the work done by any
big utility company at home."
The average age of the 99 enlisted meo in ~1Cl3-6 was 19 to
20 years. Seven of them graded the site for the personnel building
in 23 days, bringing 1,800 cubic yards of rock down from the
hill, with one bucket loader, two D-8s, and three dump trucks. "I
get 70 percent utilization on any truck they give me,,. said Lt Ripa.
Sea Bees with jackhammers were digging a trench fo r the lines
that would carry water from the new desalination planl. Because
of the e.xtreme cold, it is not possible to lay the pipe below the
freezing level. llowever, the pipe can be electrically heated by
covering it with a special wrapping containing two thin, flat,
copper wires which keeps the water from freezing. Other men,
under Ens Ste,·e \\'arwick, constructed a \'LF substation 14 miles
from Byrd, using rlirec modular \"ans inside a 100-foot tunnel
co,·cred with steel arches 10 keep off drifting snow.

Below: Construclionmon Henry Moore, of the SeoBees,
cuts scrap iron at McMurdo. The skeleton of this phased·
out building will be used for repairs to other structures.
As many buildings os possible ore prefabricated before
being shipped lo the Antarctic, but, even so, the work of
assembling them is considerable. A sign near here
reads: '' URBAN RENEWAL PROGRAM. Building for o
better, more comfortable McMurdo Stolion. USN MCB-6.
Detachment Wh1skey."AI /eh: Cargo is unloodedlrom the
hold of one of the supply ships.

Al Byrd Stollon, l 0,000-gollon fuel bladders ore coupled
togclher in o side tunnel to food DFA lo the generators.
Although Byrd is below lhc Ice, some of the men musl go
outside to reach several of th e scie ntific bui ldings. In
Deep Freeze '66, lo reduce the chance of their being
losl, new poles were placed lo support the lifelines, and
the flogs were sol a l shorlcr intervals.

The SeaBees, with Ltjg Dave Ramsey and Chief Builder Gerson Ilyatl in charge, sel up Plateau Station in aboul two weeks.
A phrase from the Antarctic Journal dryly sums up that hazardous operation: ".'.\Iosl of lhe problems encountered had been anticipated by the designers and planners . . . . "
On December 13, Cdr ".'.\loe" .'.\[orris set his Herc down on
the polar plateau. There was over a foot of soft snow. but no
dangerous saslrugi. \\'ilh almosl no wind and a temperature or
18 degrees below zero, he desc1ibed the weathei· as ·'pleasant.··
Tbe altitude was 11,900 feet, and the ··ridge" was at 79° 28"S.
40° 35 "E.
The first persons to leave the aircraft were Capl Bursik and
Dr. Cowan. They were followed by Ken .'.\Ioullon, the llS.\RP
representative; Bob Flint, the station scientific leader; and meteorologist Paul Dalrymple. From Dr. Dalrymple's weather obserrnLlons tlhe station was oriented with regard to the pre,·ailing wind.
The Herc tried seven limes lo lake off before it reached enough
speed so that a burst from eight JATO bottles allowed
it to become airborne.
By January 7 there we.re t:wenty-se,•en men at work on the
buildings. Two of t11e vans were placed end-to-end. the other two
opposite, and the SeaBees roofed and floored ilie space in between. The Diesel generators that make electricity for the station
use ilie '"total energy concept" - their water jackets heat the ,·ans
and warm the fuel bladders. Their exhausts heat the snow-melter
lhat provides fresh water. It was a triumph for the logistics staff
that nothing was omitted. .\s Lcdr John Bell had said at the
briefing, ··That's a long way to Oy an airplane with something
left out of it'' (ln 1911 , .\mundsen forgot to bring snow sho\·els
lo the South Pole.) In spite or all the hearts behind it. the operation was so conlingent upon unknown conditions that Admiral
Bakutis had been prep;u·cd to postpone it until next season.
The people who went out there without having been acclimatized at the Pole found themselves in difficulties for a few days.
The men were further slowed down by snow that turned out to be
soft as far down as lcn feel. Dr. Gowan reported only a few
cases o f a ltitude sickness. but the men had to pace themselves
carefully. Ken Moulton said, "The more I see of these small airtransportable focililics, the more J am convinced that this is the
way we must go."
Plateau Station was completed in lime lo house the ten members of lhe Queen :\laud Land tra,·erse party, who arrived January 29. They had "exceptional success· ' and CO\"ered 830 miles,
although they almost lost one of the Sno-Cats in a cre\"assc. Dr.
Picciollo said the radio ice-sounding mechanism worked perfectly
and should give a reliable picture of the land structure
below the ice.
They made very precise gravity and radio-sounding measurements lo find oul how far above solid earth the top or the icecap
was situated. Sir Charles Wright says, '·Fifty years ago a gravity
reading took us five hours of obsen ·ation daily for three days ...
Today the whole alTair is accomplished in fi\·e minutes." The
traverse won'l be resumed until 1967, since the vehicles had to be
flown back lo i\ki\l urdo for a complete overhaul. The u·aversc
is expected to reach the Princess Ragnhild Coast in 1969.
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In the center of this photograph is Bob Moylield, who was
flown out for emergency medical treatmen t in the middle
of the Antarctic winter (see poges 98-99). During the
summer, he hod been In charge of all outside work for
SWl Jim Storr, otherwise known as the " water king."
Mayfield, here, is cleaning out the snow-melter behind
the mess hall at McMurdo. This is one of the vital sources
of fresh water for the sta tion , and mud and rocks tend to
get mixed in with the snow .
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In the Pensacola .M ountains, the largest scientific party of the
season found evidence thal Antarctica, which may have been linked to South America long ago, according to geological similarities
in the Andes and the Trans-Antarctic Range, may also have been
a part of India. Tillites - glacial debris - from the carboniferous
period, about 300 million years ago, occur at almost the same
levels in Antarctica, South Africa, South AmeTica, and India.
Fossils in the Horlick :Mountains, such as brachiopoda, an early
form of scallop, show that the Antarctic was much warmer once
and had a lush vegetation. After ten years of investigation, supported by Operation Deep Freeze, the geologists are beginning a
new era of detailed analyses, in which they will write the complicated geological history of Antarctica.
Toward the end of February, the Continent prepared to shut
down for the winter. After the last aircraft flew out, a ship or two.
engaged in scientific work, prowled around the coasts, bu1 after
the last tellers departed, the men at the five lonely stations had
only rndio contact with the rest of the world.
Here, the true heroes remained , almost all of them members
of Antarctic Support Activities, to keep the stations running for the
next seven months. They perform many humble jobs, but the clue
to the vitality of Deep Freeze is the patience with which the men of
ASA back up lbe often invisible work of the scientists.
Even the penguins disappeared. The sun stood lower and
lower above the horizon, and soon there was ordinary sunrise and
sunset, before the final curtain of night, on April 22. It requires
an unusual determination to remain - in total darkness on the ice.
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The leader of o scientific porty on the Ross Ice Shelf
reads his Christmas moil. Since the Goon that flew out
to resupply them couldn't get to them for a few days because of bod weather, they were happy lo see visitors.
Opposite: Adelie penguins in on Agnes DeMille ballel.

On June l, 1966, when the Continent was dork, UTP2
Robert L Mayfield fell at McMurdo ond suffered serious
internal injuries. His condition was reported to Wash ing·
Ion by radio, and Admiral Bokulis ordered a Herc lo toke
off from Quonset. It was fitted with the some interior
fuel lank that is used to supply inland stations on the ice,
containing 35,000 pounds ol JP4 and assuring al leost
fourteen extra flying hours. The plane carried almost
three crews and was flown by Cdr "Moe" Morris, skipper
of VX-6, just before he relinquished command of the
squadron. In Washing ton, they picked up the Admiral
and his staff dodor and stoff meteorologists. Below:
Cdr Morris reported o bright moon as he brought the
plane in very high over the Continent. At about 4,500
feet he found cloud cover, but when he dropped below it
he sow the blazing oil drums on th e Strip.

•

Right: The Strip ol McMurdo hod to be cleared of lour
months' snow, and the GCA equipment reoc!lvoled. II
look lhe wintering-over party six days lo make o skiwoy
6,000 fee l lon g, lined wilh oil drums, ond in the middle
of th is labor they were inlerrupled by o slorm. Although
o lemperolure of 38 degrees below zero ond winds of
86 knols hod been recorded ol McMurdo in lhe month of
June, lhe plone londed in o 15-knol wind with o minus 14
degree temperature. Only once before in history hod on
aircraft lan ded in the Antorclic in darkness. In June,
1964, o second Herc went along for possible search and
rescue duty, but this year o second plane was not ovolloble ol Quonsel. The New Zeolonders responded mognlficenlly, hold ing two planes reody for SAR ot lnvercorgill, the southernmost city in New Zeolond, and sending
o picket ship hallway lo Anlorclico for weather inlormo·
lion.

Above: Admirol Bakutis stands aside os Mayfield is pul
aboard lhe Herc, which olso brought moll and fresh fruit
ond vegetables far tho lonely men ol McMurdo. Alter
less than three hours on the ground, lhe plone was on its
way bock lo Chris tchurch where Moylield's ruptured
bladder wos operoled on successfully.
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Commander Charles L. Gott enlisted in the Navy on 10
March 1942 and servt'CI aboard the USS Lavallette, a destroyer,
until November 1943 as a sonannan. At this time he was
selected as a naval Teserve officer candidate and received training in the then-R-12 program at Park College and the University
of Murnesota which led to his being commissioned Ensign in
1946.
As a young officer Commander Gott served aboard the
USS Vogelgesang, a destroyer, and USS Foss. a destroyer
escort, as Anti-Submarine Officer. He later was assigned duty
as anti-submarine warfare instructor with the Fleet Training
Group based at Guamanamo Bay, Cuba. Upon completion of
these duties be became Executive Officer of the USS Wilell.
November 1954 he was ordered to the Nato Anti-Submarine
School, Londonderry, North Ireland as an e.xchange instructor
in which duty be remained until October 1957 when he was
promoted to Lieuten<tnt Commander and assumed duty as
Commanding Officer of the USS Exploi~ a minesweeper. Here
he commanded until July 1960 when he reported to the Naval
\Var College for a year of advanced studies and was then
assigned to the staff of the Chief of Naval Operations in connection with international research and development programs
and received a promotion to Commander in June 1962.
Commander Gott's most recent duty was Executive Officer
of USS Monticello on which he served from September 1963
to May 1965.

LCDR Ralph G. Reid enlisted in the Navy in July 1944
and served as an electrician on the submarine chaser, PC-486,
in the Pacific area until the end of'\VWII. He was transferred
to LST-245 and then USS )font/ms ( AH-8) where he participated in a Pacific-wide susvey of salvagable equipment on U.S.
controlled islands . Upon being released to inactive duty in
1946, he returned to his home in Birmingham, Alabama where
he worked and attended school until he reenlisted in the regular
Navy in August 1948. Between 1948 and receiving bis commission as Ensign in 1956, ?\Ir. Reid advanced to EilC and
served in the Florida Group, Atlantic Reserve Fleet, USS Hollis
( APD-86) and Beach Jumper Unit Two.
From OCS, Newport, Rb.ode Island , 1\Ir. Reid reported to
USS Waslihurn (ADA-108) in October 1956 where he served
successively as Assistant First Lieutenant; Boat Group Commander; Communications Officer and Naviga tor until November
1959. From December 1959 to June 1961 he served as Assistant Staff Communicalions Officer, Staff Commander Amphibious Group Three, and was promoted to Lieutenant in June 1960.
In .July 1961, Mr. Reid was ordered to shore duty at U. S.
Naval Communications Station, San Diego as Communications
Plans and Frequency Officer under the District Communications
Officer.
Prior to reporting to Bur/on l slaurl, LC 0 R Reid served as
Operations OITicer and Navigator of the USS D1~<t ie (AD-14 ).

Welcome HC-1.

So long, Pier 91.

Land ho! Diamond Head, Hawaii

King Kamehameha I greets B.I. sailors.

Hawaiian scenery was magnificent.

Especially on Waikiki Beach
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Port Lyll leton, N.Z.

ComNovSuppForce Antarclico, arriving

lcey greetings from south of six ties

Well done, B.I.

X DIVISION

ENS J. Schmidt, "Mr. X"

1st class executives

''What do you mean, that's too much to
pay for protection?"

Busy moil clerks

Mamo hen and chicks

" When I'm Postmaster General . . . ."

MEDICAL

0

LT(MC) J. Scardopone " Fourth for Bridge?"

R. Fisk, HMC spears victim

W. Johnson, HMSN " Any visible birthmarks? "

AIR DETACHMEN T

"Zoomies Three"

Dodge, AMSl and his bell

"Alright, who let the air out?"

,4

HC-1 , Del. 41

NAVIGATION

" Well, which pub will ii be tonigh t?"
Stu bby and sextant

" It's this pub here."

Abandon ship?

"Now, in the old Novy ... "

AG'S

"It won't be like this in '67."

"Pleose don't leove."

•
......

"It oil storied In Boston."

" It wos here o minute

090.

11

OPERATIONS

" Reverend", " Good ole", "Speedkey", " Skotes"

" Are you cleored? "

RADIO GANG

" CQ Seottle, CQ Seattle"

The ears ol the B.I.

" Hey, it' s KJR! "

PHOTO/ PIO

" Soy, how do you spell Texos? "

" This ought to be good for some fruit coke."

" But Captain, this won't look good in your cobin."

OPS ADMIN

"Dear SecNav"

RAD AR GANG

" Wos tho! your fruit coke, Johnson?"

" Bogey who?"

ET GANG

"Where's the plug?"

"So, we'll see yo payday."

" Whal gold pen?"

DECK

l sl Lieutenant and 2nd lieulenant

" You shool him, I'll lie him up."

" Tow on iceberg? "

" How many coffee cups?"

"So you wonno be a Bosn's Mote!"

" Bridge. Foc'sle. Drd you hear the one about ..

"Who soid we're borred from the ' Ploinsmon'? "

" Now If she gives you o hord time ...."

Holiday routine

A steel·driving man

ENGINEERING

" What do you mean, No. 5 threw a rod? "

'a' & 'R' DIVISION

" Not Milch, It's Tony."

" Smile, you guys will be Chief some doy."

" We don't make stereo cabinets."

Wise-men

"The first step in engraving cigarette lighters."

' E' DIVISION

"Electricity is the key to modern living."

"Which one hit you, son?"

"I'd like 100 wallet siie, please."

"Shorty's watt's"

" The ship is olive with the sound of music."

'M' DIVISION

CWO 4 Gene Locy. "You mean we have
liners for No. 5?"

"Yes, sir. We hove liners for Na. 5."

B1. " We have the best crew."

62. "No, we do."

83. " No doubt about II, we ore the best."

" If I press this bu tton, maybe It will sq ueeze oranges."

"This emergency lighting is for the birds."

" I knew ii wou ld work If I shined II."

SUPPLY

" You mean he wonted ii without a chit? "

" We don' t move until we gel a working party."

" We' re on strike. Do your own dishes."

"Mister C won't like this."

" Add the 10 I won from Mr.Col bridge."

"Don't sweat ii, you've got another eor."

" You wont me lo miX rum with it? "

"Put in o chit like everyone else."

" God, those socks smell."

"About tnot letter In Gross Roots."

" Whot letter?"

LIFE ON THE ICE

Sole of rotor blodes In the Ships Store went down: while hobby Items ond the quolity of scenery went up.
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THE ROAD TO McMURDO
WAS LONG AND HARD:
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But we flnolly reached the metropolis called McMurdo -

and visited the smaller city of Hollett Station.

Tronsporlolion wos reodily ovoiloble -

_........
so some visited the modern airport.

Bu rlon lslond did most of the work, so we let II be known.

" BUT THE TRIP WASN'T ALL WORK"

There wosn't much liberty, but chow wos good.

·-

Severol lown parties were held.

Crew meets nolives ... ·

i
Natives soy, " Go home, Yank."

"Awfully good of you to come, old mon."

" Keep your wings oul, I'll spin your propellor."

"Wot happen?"

"Twinkle, twinkle, little siar."

"It won't be li ke this In Saigon."

It's the end of another tough day .

Wellington tramway

"ll's the next best thing to . . . ."

"This way guys."

"Liberty in sight"

R & R IN WELLINGTON

HOME!

